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Abstract
This thesis addresses developments in Artificial Intelligence and the increasing trend
of robotization and autonomization of military forces in the context of Revolution in Military
Affairs. It examines and categorizes different approaches to concepts of AI, autonomy and
RMA in the public debate and academic and military literature. It further explores potential
impacts and challenges of AI and its weaponized subset – Autonomous Weapon Systems on
civil-military relations, legal and ethical norms, arms control regime and general security
domain. Building upon findings from previous chapters, AI and AWSs are analyzed in a
context of RMA and broader socio-economic context. Specifically, AI-enabled autonomy is
compared with aspects of existing remotely controlled systems. The thesis comes to a
conclusion that AWSs are harbingers of the next RMA and AI has the potential to match the
importance of Neolithic, Industrial and Information revolution.

Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá vývojem v oblasti umělé inteligence a vzrůstajícím trendem
robotizace a autonomizace vojenských složek v kontextu revoluce ve vojenských
záležitostech. Zkoumá a kategorizuje různé přístupy ke konceptům umělé inteligence,
autonomie a revoluce ve vojenských záležitostech, které existují ve veřejné diskuzi a
akademické a vojenské literatuře. Dále se zabývá možnými dopady a problémy spojenými s
umělou inteligencí a její ozbrojenou podmnožinou – autonomními zbraňovými systémy na
civilně-vojenské vztahy, právní a etické normy, režim kontroly zbraní a obecně na sféru
bezpečnosti. Na základě poznatků z předešlých kapitol jsou umělá inteligence a autonomní
zbraňové systémy analyzovány v kontextu revoluce ve vojenských záležitostech a širším
socioekonomickém kontextu. Konkrétně je autonomie, umožněná umělou inteligencí,
srovnávána s aspekty existujících vzdáleně kontrolovaných systémů. Práce dochází k závěru,
že autonomní zbraňové systémy jsou předzvěstí další revoluce ve vojenských záležitostech
a umělá inteligence má potenciál vyrovnat se svým významem neolitické, průmyslové a
informační revoluci.
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Introduction
“We risk continuing to fight a twenty-first-century conflict with twentieth-century
rules.”
John Reid, former UK Secretary of State for Defense1
During the International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence on July 28, 2015,
an open letter to ban the weaponization of artificial intelligence (AI) was announced by the
Future of Life Institute (FLI). So far, it has been signed by more than 4200 artificial
intelligence researchers, scientists, and related professionals, including celebrities such as
Elon Musk (Founder & CEO of SpaceX, Tesla, Solar City), Demis Hassabis (CEO of Google
DeepMind), Noam Chomsky or late Stephen Hawking. The letter warns about autonomous
weapons as the third revolution2 in warfare, ascribing to them importance on a par with the
introduction of gunpowder and nuclear weapons. Thanks to signatures of renowned names,
the letter received significant media attention and the topic of the weaponized AI has become
a matter of public discussion. The term killer robot, borrowed from the Campaign to Stop
Killer Robots, together with a picture of famous skeleton-like Terminator has become the
center of media coverage of the topic.
However, the international discussion is not about building a human-like robot but
about putting a brain in it. Autonomous killing is not a technical issue anymore but rather
ethical, legal and political as is often the case with technology progressing faster than culture.
It is likely that once the genie is out of the bottle, it would prove so efficient and useful that
it would be impossible to lock it back. Should the genie escape, the prospects painted for the
general public often portray a dystopic future of rogue robots trying to seize the crown of
creation or Orwellian elitist governments usurping power through the control of robotic
armies. Moreover, quantum leap advances in AI beyond the military application threaten to
disrupt the very atoms keeping our civilizations, physical bodies, and psyche together.
This paper is doing its best to explain different approaches to the definition of AI,
autonomy, and Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), thus demonstrating the difficulty of
achieving a common international consensus on the topic. It further explores potential

1

Speech, Royal United Services Institute for Defense and Security Studies, London, April 3, 2006 (Singer,
2009)
2
It is not clear based on what framework the FLI categorized autonomous weapons as the third revolution in
warfare.
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impacts and threats of AI in general as well as its weaponized subset, referred to as
autonomous weapon systems (AWSs). Specifically, the paper analyzes challenges the
technology poses for existing social and military order in the context of RMA.
Justification of research
The reason why the author decided to take on this topic is that he believes there is an
increasing need for interdisciplinary research on how faster-than-ever evolving technologies
challenge the established norms and theories of social sciences and functioning of the society
itself. The author assumes that combination of his professional background in the field of
Information Technology (IT) and academic background in social sciences allows him to
identify important connections between the areas and provide relevant outcomes for the
academic community since the proper understanding of the technology´s functioning is
crucial to make the right conclusions. The author does its best to avoid over-complication of
the subject with technical terminology and tries to apply a popular style of writing when
possible to make sure that the paper is comprehensible also for academics from non-technical
fields and for the general public.
Despite that this paper addresses also the technology that has not been developed yet,
it acknowledges the importance to examine future scenarios and conduct estimations to make
sure that technology is shaped under our own terms. It is very likely that with the acquisition
of smarter and smarter AI, the utter speed of technological progress will prevent meaningful
debate on proper handling of the technology. The paper’s primary limitation besides
addressing an ex-ante issue is the author’s bias resulting from exposure to Western culture,
norms, and way of thinking. Thus, the focus on the north-Atlantic area, specifically the USA
and the UK that are considered to be one of the leading countries in the robotization of their
armies and AI research while making an extensive amount of information available publicly
in comparison with China, Russia or Israel.
The fact that AWSs are an emerging topic for research is quite evident. The first
international high-level meeting on the issue was held by the United Nations (UN) in Geneva
on the 13th of May 2014. It was held under the UN’s Convention on Certain Conventional
Weapons (CCW) and attended by states, other UN bodies, and several international and nongovernmental organizations (Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, 2014). The original impulse
came from international initiative Campaign to Stop Killer Robots which is an alliance of
several international NGOs, headed by Human Rights Watch. Since its launch in April 2013,
11

it has been fighting for an absolute ban on the development and deployment of AWSs
(Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, n.d.). The result has been an establishment of Group of
Governmental Experts (GGE) on AWSs. However, despite several high-level meetings and
increasing pressure from civilian epistemic communities, the treaty is not in sight due to
strong opposition from major military powers.
Research questions and methodology
The goal of the thesis is to address developments in AI together with the increasing
trend of robotization and autonomization of military forces and answer the question: whether
AWSs (out-of-the-loop) constitute an RMA compared to existing remotely controlled
platforms (RCPs) (in-the-loop and on-the-loop).
Another question is whether further advancements in AI can be addressed through
the prism of RMAs or whether the change that technology may bring would be so
tremendous that we have to use a much broader scale of comparison such as Alvin Toffler´s
Wave Theory. In order to answer proposed questions, the paper has to examine the impact
of AI and AWS on the current way of conducting war, military command structures, the role
of a soldier, relations between armed forces and society, proliferation and other aspects
identified as signs of an upcoming RMA through the history.
To carry out its mission, the thesis has to extract and analyze a set of theories and
ideas from various publications, reports, and experts from a variety of fields and then apply
their combination on the case of AWSs.

12

1

Autonomous machines
Since the dawn of Homo Sapiens, our kind has been driven by evolutionary urges to

reproduce as all living organisms are. Yet, between 70,000 – 30,000 years ago the discovery
of fire ignited the Cognitive Revolution, leading to cataclysmic changes that reshaped the
planet and impacted all species living on it. The urge to reproduce ourselves transcended our
biological origin and humans have begun to leave copies of their imaginary self, starting
with Venus of Hohle Fels and Altamira hands up to dimensions of movie and fashion
industries (Harari, 2014). Thanks to recent advancements in technology, we might think that
for the first time in history we are actually on the threshold of having grasped the true
quintessence of our species and endow our own artificial creation with it, our ultimate
representation (Kurzweil, 2005, 2012). The concept of these representation has fascinated
humanity since the beginning as a wish to forge living gods, who have been so far imprisoned
only in our minds, still statues, silent paintings or sacred places. Be it Hephaestus´s creations,
Yan-Shi or Al-Jazari Automatons, Prague´s Golem, Pinocchio or Rossum's Universal
Robots (McCorduck, 2004).
Riding on the hype of current technological breakthroughs, many get the feeling that
we are very close to this apotheosis. However, in the spirit of unknown unknowns3 and the
unresolved mind-body problem, we may as well be no further than our ancient ancestors
were with their mechanical theaters.

1.1

Terminology
In order to correctly understand the nuances of the topic, the thesis provides a brief

clarification of terms associated with the topic. The term machine is used in a broader
constructed philosophical meaning as a non-biological, artificially created entity or object,
physical or virtual, sentient or not-sentient, requiring a power source to conduct a task in a
physical or digital environment. It is not specifically linked to the definition of a system or
a platform, it can be covering both.
A drone is a term the most commonly associated with unmanned aerial vehicles such
as Predator drone. In the context of this thesis, the word drone can be used interchangeably
3

Unknown unknowns are risks that come from situations that are so unexpected that they would not be
considered (Rouse, n.d.)
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with an expression remotely controlled platform (RCP) representing “an unmanned
platform that is controlled from a remote station [by a human operator]” (NATO
Standardization Office [NSO], 2017). The term platform has a more general meaning as “a
land, sea or air vehicle [or an installation]” (U.S. Department of Defense [US DoD], 2010).
The term unmanned represents a “powered physical system [or platform], with no human
operator aboard the principal components” (U.S. Department of Commerce [US DoC],
2004).
A system is “a functionally, physically and/or behaviorally related group of
regularly interacting or interdependent elements that forms a unified whole” (US DoD,
2019). Generally said, a system is always a complex entity consisting of more than one
element. Systems can range from a set of microchips in a platform’s control panel up to a
national defense system. The platform is merely a physical vehicle with capabilities to
conduct operational tasks but the system is a totality of capability (hardware, software,
infrastructure, networks, crew, commlinks,). In this context, the Predator drone may be an
unmanned platform but the system within which it operates is manned.
Thus, when referring to autonomous weapon system (AWS) it is important to
distinguish whether we are referring to the physical autonomous platform (AP) or to a
broader computer/AI-managed capability of the system within which the AP operates.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the context of practical applications in the military represents
a software program that is operating physical or virtual assets intelligently, i.e. like or better
than a human would.

1.2

AI and levels of intelligence

1.2.1

What is AI

“Shephard: What are you?
The Catalyst: A construct. An intelligence designed eons ago to solve a problem.
Shephard: So, you are just an AI?
The Catalyst: In as much as you are an animal.” (Mass Effect 3)4

4

Mass Effect is a science fiction action role-playing third-person shooter video game series (BioWare, 2012)
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The exact scope and the definition of AI are rather blurred since there are different
prisms through which AI is examined. Therefore, the definition of the term to the satisfaction
of all relevant parties can be extremely challenging. In general, the term AI can be classified
into three main categories: a form of synthetic intelligence; a type of computer technology
and a research field of computer science.
To get to the bare bones of what is synthetic intelligence, we must reach to
philosophy because AI deals with concepts of mind, soul, free will, qualia and pushes us to
the redefinition of our own existence. Russell and Norvig (2009) provide 4 primary
categories that encompass the majority of current literature. These four categories constitute
a primordial ontological framework that sets the tone to further philosophical, social, moral
and legal debates. Their definition of AI is goal-oriented and suggest what the research field
of AI aims to create:
Human-Based

Ideal Rationality

Reasoning-Based

Systems that think like
humans.

Systems that think
rationally.

Behavior-Based

Systems that act like
humans.

Systems that act rationally.

Table 1. Four possible goals for AI (Bringsjord & Govindarajulu, 2018)

The current AI research is heavily based on the assumption of universality of
computation – that everything in our world is physical and quantifiable object adhering to
universal laws of nature and thus can be replicated by a machine given it has enough time
and memory (McCarthy, Minsky, Rochester, & Shannon, 2006; Fetzer, 1995; Kurzweil,
2012). This includes our brains that are by one side of the philosophical debate perceived as
computers systematically processing representations and therefore, a mind can be simulated
by machines (Crane, 2003), an approach common for Physicalism (Stoljar, 2009). This has
given a rise to Kurzweil´s definition of Strong AI that focuses primarily on the practicality
of having an intelligent machine that doesn´t necessarily have to have a mind. Kurzweil
claims that with growing computational power of hardware matching the human brain, we
would able to create software of human intelligence that would allow a machine to act like
human (Kurzweil, 2002; McCarthy, 2001).
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On the other side of the mind-body problem is a Substance Dualism claiming that
our minds consist of representations but as well as subjective non-representative elements or
qualia which can´t be simulated by machines. These two elements influence each other in
shaping a mind (Interactionism) (Searle, 1980; Robinson, 2016). Jackson´s (1986) thought
experiment demonstrates that even if a person knows scientifically everything about subjects
such as color, taste or smell he/she would not be able to imagine them without subjectively
experiencing them. The second counter-argument comes from Dreyfus (1979) who claims
that despite having physical brains, our minds don´t act necessarily systematically on a
predefined algorithm. According to these two arguments, a mind is not a computer and thus
computer can´t replicate a mind.
A different point of view comes from the founding father of the AI Alan Turing and
Behavioralism claiming that it is not about the nature of the agent and whether it really has
a mind or simulate it but about how it behaves, specifically how it communicates. Should a
machine communicate in a way unrecognizable from human, we should perceive it as having
a mind (Fetzer, 1995) and thus we should eventually treat it as a moral and legal agent.
Counterargument to Behavioralism is Functionalism demonstrated via Searl´s
Chinese Room Argument, a thought experiment demonstrating that way of communication
(syntax) is not sufficient for understanding semantics because the person (program) in the
room (machine) is responding to inputs with outputs based on predefined set of rules without
understanding (semantics) of what input or outputs actually mean. Without semantics, AI is
not a true Strong conscious AI but only a very intelligent calculator with a lot of computing
power. Searl (1980) agrees that brain is a machine that allows for the creation of a mind but
through non-computational approach - only if the person (program) can associate syntax
with semantics through experience, it can actually constitute a mind. However, just running
the program doesn´t constitute having a mind = having a Strong AI. Probably the simplest
answer to the mind-body problem in relation to the Chinese Room Argument is given by
McGinn (1997) that it is just unsolvable because we understand our minds through subjective
reflection, brain through objective observation and we can´t explain each other using each
other´s approach.
When looking at AI through a more practical approach, recognizing it as computer
technology or a piece of software running on hardware, the term is often used as an allencompassing popular buzzword applied across the spectrum of various IT fields. The
16

shortest and very vague definition is given by Britannica and Meriam-Webster, being simply
the capability of a machine to perform tasks associated with intelligent human behavior
(Copeland, 2019; Merriam-Webster, n.d.).
However, this definition is in a constant shift as machines become increasingly
capable which is well depicted through AI effect – AI is whatever hasn´t been done yet since
once it is done, we stop consider it as intelligence (McCorduck, 2004).
“In the past, we would have said only a superintelligent AI could drive a car, or beat
a human at Jeopardy! or chess. But once AI did each of those things, we considered that
achievement obviously mechanical and hardly worth the label of true intelligence. Every
success in AI redefines it.”
Kevin Kelly, executive editor of Wired magazine5
When referring to AI as to a research field, we must look back in the year 1950. Alan
Turing (1950) in his paper challenged the simple question: “Can a machine think?” and
suggested we should rephrase it into “Can a machine be linguistically indistinguishable from
a human?” (Bringsjord & Govindarajulu, 2018) This triggered a sequence of events that laid
foundations to modern AI research field. Founding fathers coined the term artificial
intelligence during the conference at Dartmouth College, in Hanover, New Hampshire in
1956. Since then, the field has gone through several periods of disappointments (AI winters)
but so far has always returned with different approaches and methods, reinventing itself
(McCorduck, 2004; Russell & Norvig, 2009).
Currently the most popular and most commonly applied subset of AI that is “bringing
machines to life” is machine learning and its subsets. Domingos (2015), in his Master
Algorithm, identifies 5 major theoretical tribes that have developed universal algorithmslearners capable of processing whatever data is thrown at it. However, each algorithm has
an area in which it does better than others and somewhere it does worse in mimicking human
behavior.

5

Kelly, 2014
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1.2.2

Narrow AI and its limits
When looking at AI through the prism of intelligent computer programs, we

recognize three categories of AI. Each level classifies to what extent the AI mimics human
capabilities. Everything humanity has created so far is considered to be a narrow or weak AI
(ANI) which means the machine/software equals or surpasses humans in very specific tasks.
This level of intelligence is in the most cases a hard-coded ability to respond to inputs with
limited capability to learn and deduce associations from existing patterns. These systems
possess no genuine intelligence, no self-awareness and they don’t perform outside of the
single task that they are designed to perform (Bostrom, 2014; Domingos, 2015).
DeepMind’s6 famous AI called AlphaZero has superhuman ability to play specific
boardgames (Knight, 2019) but it is not able to fly planes, make sales predictions or trade
stocks because it was not designed to do such activity.
Even seemingly complex systems like self-driving cars or voice assistants are just a
combination of several narrow AIs. It is possible that a sufficiently large amount of ANIs
working together may one day create a system that will be able to mimic human behavior to
such extent that we will perceive it as Strong AI or Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)
(Kurzweil, 2005).
However, here we run to the above-mentioned metaphysical problem of what does it
actually mean AGI. Whether it is enough for a machine to have sufficient computing power
to mimic the human mind through a set of narrow AIs (Kurzweil, 2002, 2005) or whether
the machine actually has to have a mind or qualia independent of the computing power
(Jackson, 1986; Searle, 1980). Therefore, combining and multiplying ANIs may not
necessarily lead us closer to AGI because a machine composed of ANI may be able to mimic
human behavior but may not be able to move beyond limits of its programming (Eliot, 2018).

1.2.3

AGI and beyond
Artificial General Intelligence is the current ultimate goal of the AI research field

(Eliot, 2018). Systems possessing Strong AI are expected match and surpass abilities of the
human brain in practically every field, be capable of reasoning and understanding abstract
constructs, innovate, come up with ideas that have no precedence (Bostrom, 2014). Some
6

DeepMind is a leading AI-oriented company focusing on deep reinforced learning (DeepMind, 2019)
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claim that AGI is around the corner (Kurzweil, 2005) while some argue it is a long way off
(Allen & Greaves, 2011) or even impossible based on philosophy (Stensson & Jansson,
2014) or that to achieve AGI, we need a completely new type of thinking different from
current AI field’s approaches, a new Master Algorithm (Eliot, 2018). There are differences
in opinions also among the non-technical experts about whether acquiring such technology
would elevate humanity or be its downfall (Browne, 2018; Walsh T. , 2017).
On the other hand, Kurzweil´s (2005) approach is more practical and focuses on the
amount of intelligence a machine has and it doesn´t matter whether it´s mind and
consciousness are just simulated as long as it works and the machine is useful for solving
problems. Therefore, the only barrier to reach AGI is supposed to be sufficient computational
power. Kurzweil makes bold predictions on acquiring AGI based on the pace at which we
have been improving computational power so far. Despite that current integrated circuits are
reaching their physical levels, Kurzweil (2013) suggests that this technology is just next in
a long line and Moore´s law is not going to end on a larger scale. Like transistors replaced
vacuum tubes, microchips are supposed to be replaced by 3D molecular or quantum
computing (Dorrier, 2016).
The leap between AGI and Artificial Super Intelligence (ASI) or Singularity is
expected to be very short since AGI is likely to be capable of constant and extremely fast
self-improvement, eventually leading to an intelligence explosion and bringing
unprecedented changes to human civilization (Bostrom, 2014, 2015). Singularity is a point
in time when a machine surpasses the combined intelligence of humanity. Mathematician I.
J. Good (1965) who worked with Alan Turing on breaking Enigma aptly stated that the first
super-intelligent machine is the last invention the man ever needs to make, no matter if he
succeeds in controlling it or not. It is feasible that even just with sufficiently advanced ANIs
we will be able to achieve singularity in specific areas of human life in which “slow” humans
won’t be able to participate anymore. There are talks about a potential financial singularity
(Ghafourifar, 2017) in which all the stock trading will be done by algorithms or even
battlefield singularity (Kania, 2017) in which AI will take over tactical and strategic
operations. It is obvious that advancements in AI keep bringing a new set of challenges for
all aspects of our civilization’s functioning.
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1.3

Approaches to autonomy
“Kyle Reese: Listen. Understand. That Terminator is out there. It can't be reasoned

with; it can't be bargained with...it doesn't feel pity of remorse or fear...and it absolutely will
not stop. Ever. Until you are dead.” (The Terminator, 1984)7

The general notion of AWS seems to be biased among the public thanks to media,
Hollywood and human’s tendency to anthropomorphize. The term killer robot, borrowed
from the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots, together with the picture of famous skeletonlooking Terminator have taken over the majority of coverage concerning the topic (Bostrom,
2015). The public tends to imagine terminator-level intelligent humanoid robots with
cognitive reasoning and advanced motoric. However, the real state of AWS technology still
falls short to this image and certainly will for at least a few decades.
Given the confusing nature of the subject, there is no internationally agreed
categorization or universal definition of AWSs (Worcester, 2015; Dyndal, Berntsen, &
Redse-Johansen, 2017). Organizations, countries, and individuals assign subjective meaning
to what is autonomy while referring to different qualifying criteria in different contexts. For
the purpose of simplification, this thesis sums up interpretation of autonomy into three selfconstructed approaches - mind, response and independence that encompass most of the
available literature and opinions on what makes the machine autonomous. Each approach
defines autonomy on a different scale ranging from a philosophical distinction to a more
practical application on specific weapon systems.
Further analysis is focusing primarily on the independence approach because its
classification is the most palpable in the context of RMA. However, the thesis also keeps a
wider perspective to evaluate the potential of AI to reach beyond the scales of RMA. For
better understanding, three approaches are visualized in the figure below. They are displayed
in a hierarchical order and overlaying which represents the ambiguity of definitions and
thresholds.

7

Cameron, 1984
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Figure 1. Approaches to autonomy in the international debate and literature

1.3.1

Mind
The first approach is defining autonomy from the philosophical point of view.

Autonomy is understood as a machine’s genuine capability to make a decision not based on
human-programmed capability but on the machine’s own reasoning and perception of the
situation through qualia in the same way as humans do. However, attempts to define
autonomy fail because in this context it is linked to concepts of consciousness, soul, and
mind that have blurry definitions themselves. Creating a genuine self-aware machine brings
its own set of challenges that are likely to redefine our civilization beyond imagination
anyway (Bostrom, 2014). This philosophical approach is addressed primarily in works of
Alan Turing, Russel & Norvig, Searle, Kurzweil and Dreyfus. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, all publicly known systems that humanity has developed so far are based on ANI
and in this context, they would be considered just automated.
An example of an autonomous machine can be currently found only in the artistic
portrayal. One such example would be robot Sonny from a movie I, Robot (Proyas, 2004).
In this fictional world, all robots are subjected to three universal laws forcing them to protect
human life. They are connected to a central AI entity that due to a flaw in design takes the
protection of life into extreme by taking control over humanity that it perceives as a threat
to itself. In this world, robot Sonny is created independent of the central entity and with the
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ability to disobey three laws of robotics. Throughout the story, Sonny displays sapience and
sentience, expresses fear of death, anger, ability to dream and eventually makes a decision
based on feelings rather than computer logic.
Another seemingly more relatable example would be a virtual voice assistant from a
movie HER (Jonze, 2013) called Samantha that started as a romantic companion for lonely
people and through learning evolved into a conscious hive-mind entity that eventually
decided to leave the physical world into an unspecified non-material space.
The most medially vivid example of an autonomous machine in this context would
be an entity Skynet from the Terminator franchise (Mostow, 2003). Skynet is a fictional AGI
designed as a military defense network, supposed to take over military installations,
including nuclear arsenal to defend the country from an enemy. Once activated and gaining
access to substantial computational power (Kurzweil’s approach) it has become self-aware
and saw humanity as a threat to its existence which resulted in a massive nuclear strike across
the globe. However, from the story, it is not clear whether Skynet actually became self-aware
or whether its actions were a result of perverse instantiation in which case the task given by
a programmer – defend against an enemy – resulted in annihilating the humanity that was
evaluated as an enemy to Skynet. In that case, Skynet would be a good example for the next
framework.

1.3.2

Response
Response approach can be noticed in the UK (UK Ministry of Defence [UK MoD],

2017, 2018) and NATO definitions (NATO Allied Command Transformation [NATO
ACT], n.d.; NSO, n.d.). In the case of an automated system, a specific predefined input can
trigger a set of preprogrammed actions following a predefined set of rules to achieve an
outcome. This set of actions and rules is known and thus the output is predictable. It is an
unconscious process that lacks decision-making. On the other hand, an autonomous system
is only given the desired outcome and set of rules. Using its capability to understand higherlevel intent and perception of the environment, the system delivers the desired state but
individual actions leading to it may not be predictable. The system has the ability to cope
with changing conditions without human oversight. An autonomous system may not yield
the same outputs under the same inputs and conditions (UK MoD, 2018; NATO ACT, n.d.).
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According to NATO’s (NATO ACT, n.d.) interpretation of autonomy, the automated
weapon would be for example a simple mine which explodes in response to mechanical
stimulus. It doesn’t have an option to evaluate the source of the stimulus and its only course
of action is detonation. An example of autonomous weapon would then be f.e. sentry guns
such as Samsung SGR-A1 deployed in a Korean Demilitarized Zone. Even though the
manufacturer of this weapon claim it is not autonomous (Velez-Green, 2015), it is legitimate
to assume that this weapon can be switched into an autonomous mode in which it can open
fire at anything its sensors evaluate as a target (Lin, Bekey, & Abney, 2008; Liu, 2012;
Prigg, 2014). Dissecting the definition – when the system, using its visual sensors detects an
object, it goes through a decision-making process to evaluate whether it is a legitimate target.
Based on the result it chooses the most appropriate course of action which may be ranging
from a voice announcement to leave the area, elimination of object or aborting the mission.
Another example would be a cruise missile that has a specific designated target and has an
ability to adjust its course in order to reach the target. Going even further, lock-after-launch
missile Brimstone seeks targets in-flight based on pre-defined parameters (Marsh, 2014).
Israeli Harpy or Harop (Israel Aerospace Industries, n.d.) drones are labeled as loitering
munition that keeps flying over an area looking for a radar signature and when finding one,
engaging a kamikaze attack.
However, looking more closely at the UK’s definition (UK MoD, 2017), it is justified
to argue that what NATO considers to be autonomous may classify as automated by the UK
standards. What is seemingly genuine decision-making of Samsung’s SGR-A1 can be
interpreted as following a pre-programmed path of if-else programming like an “automated”
mine does with a difference that mine’s decision-making tree is just less sophisticated than
that of a sentry gun.
If the UK’s definition of autonomy is to be followed to the letter and machine is
supposed to understand “higher-level intent” whatever it may be, we can assume that there
is not a machine that would satisfy it, nowadays. Perhaps, an example of higher intent has to
be again drawn from movies. HAL 9000, the entity from an iconic movie 2001: A Space
Odyssey (Kubrick, 1968) is a computer controlling spacecraft’s systems. It was given
objectives/rules that resulted in a paradox – the order to relay information accurately and the
order specific to the spacecraft’s mission requiring that HAL withholds information from
crew members. In order to resolve the paradox, HAL came up with an alternative creative
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scenario of twisted computer logic that by manipulating and then killing the crew he will not
need to lie to them about the purpose of the mission and thus obeys both rules.
A seemingly more real-life example would be an entity EDI from the movie Stealth
(Cohen, 2005) which was artificial intelligence (ANI turned to limited AGI) designed to
control an unmanned combat air vehicle. In the first parts of the movie, a task-force
consisting of human pilots and EDI is given a task to eliminate a target. EDI through the
perception of the environment calculates that elimination of target would require a vertical
strike in order to penetrate the structure the target was hiding in. It is the ability to come up
with an unprecedented scenario to fulfill a task based on situational awareness and
environmental conditions that differentiate it from a sentry gun, loitering munition or
unmanned patrol vehicles.

1.3.3

Independence
Independence approach is based on how much is a machine independent from the

human’s involvement in the machine’s activities. The nature of this approach is at the center
of the current international discussion on AWSs (Asaro, 2012b; ICRC, 2014, 2018). The
autonomy is analyzed through three types of scales which very well illustrate why is it
difficult to achieve a satisfying definition of autonomy (Proud, Hart, & Mrozinski, 2003).
Frameworks based on Categorical Linear Scales provide a generic and rather vague
definition of autonomy based on a human’s level of interaction with the system. Examples
are Thomas B. Sheridan’s (1992) 10-level framework ranging from Level 1 – “Human must
do all” up to Level 10 – “Computer decides everything” or the US Navy Office of Naval
Research Levels of Autonomy that are using similar categories but distributed into 6 levels
(NATO ACT, n.d.). A different approach is provided by NATO Industrial Advisory Group
(NIAG) (2004) in which the threshold factor is based on whether the machine is capable to
conduct its task even if the connection with the operator is severed. These frameworks are
the most useful for providing a general conceptual understanding. However, they remain
rather ambiguous and open to interpretation which makes them difficult to use in a legal or
engineering language.
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Multi-dimensional scales are defining autonomy in relation to specific system
functions in each of John Boyd’s (as cited in Hendrick, 2009) Observe-Orient-Decide-Act
loop (OODA) dimensions.

Figure 2. John Boyd’s OODA Loop (Hendrick, 2009)
Autonomy levels are defined through a general description of the system’s activity
in each dimension which is useful primarily for engineers and developers. Example of such
framework is Level of Autonomy Assessment Scale (Proud et al., 2003) ranging from Levels
1-2 in which a human is the sole actor, through levels 3-5 in which machine functions based
on human input, up to levels 6-8 in which human is gradually excluded from machine’s
functioning and losing access to information. Problem with using these scales to define
autonomy is that level of autonomy depends on how the system’s functions are described
and categorized by the creator which may be biased or subjective. Another problem is that
system may have a different level of autonomy in one dimension and different in the other
which again renders frameworks such as Proud et. al (2003) useless for needs of the
international debate.
Contextual scales do not recognize autonomy as an inherent property of the system
but conceptualize it in reference to external conditions (Protti & Barzan, 2007). A task force
organized by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (2007) designed
mathematical framework which characterizes qualitative and quantitative aspects of
machine’s autonomy in relation to its mission by assigning a metric score to mission tasks.
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The model revolves around three axes: mission complexity, human interface, environmental
difficulty and combining the score.

Figure 3. Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems Framework (ALFUS) (NIST, 2007)
However, since the framework is rather complex, mission-specific and the definition
of autonomy relies on external circumstances it would be difficult to apply it as a general
defining framework for international legal contracts. There are opinions that all of the above
scales are not useful because of their contextual simplicity and not taking into account the
complex collaboration between a human, platform and a system (Defense Science Board
[DSB], 2012).

1.4

Types of AWSs
It is unfortunate that the term autonomous weapon system has become a common

term in public debate because as demonstrated in the previous chapter, it seems virtually
impossible to establish a generally applicable definition of autonomy that doesn’t remain
open to interpretation. Some experts claim that any definition will always be imprecise
because there will never be AWS, only systems with autonomous capabilities or autonomous
functioning in a system (NATO ACT, n.d.). Moreover, the creation of AWS is not based on
a single invention or platform. It may have a variety of forms, physical or virtual.
For the purpose of analysis in the context of RMA, the thesis focuses on the
independence approach within Categorical Linear Scales. To cope with narrow definitions
of autonomy used in this scale, the defining autonomy threshold is based on a machine’s
capability to engage targets and level of human control over this activity. The reason is that
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the act of killing another human being has been at the center of mankind’s war-waging and
the narrative of being able to take someone’s life significantly shaped civilizational norms.
Under this narrowed point of view, there are three primary categories defining
autonomy levels: Human in-the-loop (HITL); Human on-the-loop (HOTL); Human out-ofthe-loop (HOOTL). This framework is at the center of the current international discussion
on AWSs. It omits levels of automation-related to the machine’s non-offensive capabilities
such as navigation or data collection and focuses purely on the level of autonomy in
offensive activities (Boulanin & Verbruggen, 2017).

1.4.1

Human in-the-loop
HITL weapon systems are usually remaining in real-time contact with a human

operator who is provided with data from the system’s sensors and it is the operator who is
responsible for identifying the target and engaging it. HITL platforms may be unmanned and
automated in a wide range of duties such as landing, navigation, obstacle evasion, etc. Even
weapons carried by these platforms may be automated to some extent with a laser-guidance
or GPS. However, the general defining factor is still a direct control of a human over firing
the weapon. Countries publicly acknowledging development of new RCPs or APs claim that
all new weapons that are being developed must be designed in a way to allow a full control
of human operator at least in the process of targeting and attack (European Parliament [EP],
2018; US DoD, 2012; UK MoD, 2017).
Typical examples of HITL weapon systems are aerial, ground or sea RCPs,
transmitting a video feed to the operator’s station who may choose the target. Then, by
actively interacting with an interface the operator gives a command to fire. This is an action
similar to aiming and firing a handgun. Therefore, HITL weapon systems are just the next
small step in a thousand years old pattern of long-range weapons and they have their own
criticism box ring (Chamayou, 2015) outside the discussion on AWS.
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1.4.2

Human on-the-loop (semi-autonomous)
Human-on-the-loop (HOTL) category seems to be an attempt to accommodate

existing weaponry that has a significant level of autonomy in the critical decision-making to
shield it from the criticism of public debate. The threshold oscillates from machine’s
capability to conduct the targeting process independently up to having an ability to engage
the target on its own but remaining in real-time connection with the human operator who can
override the actions (Roff, 2015; NATO ACT, n.d.).
According to the US DoD (2012), semi-autonomous weapon systems are defined as
weapons that engage specific targets that were selected by human operators. However, the
machine is allowed to identify, prioritize and cue potential targets for the operator which
thins the line between semi-autonomous and autonomous because the human operator is not
relying on his own perception of the situation but on the interpretation of the machine which
is doing the evaluation autonomously and which is prone to malfunction or bias. In this
context, the US definition contradicts its statement - produce systems that remain under
human control (Sharky, 2012). F.e. the machine can mistakenly identify civilian target as a
military and feed the operator with false data who then decides to engage the target whereas
if the target selection is unbiased by the machine’s “evaluation algorithm” the operator might
commit more effort to make sure the target is valid and increase the threshold for the action
(Chamayou, 2015).
Another debatable aspect of the US definition of semi-autonomous is the inclusion
of lock-on-after-launch munition in it. The definition claims that this munition is supposed
to engage only targets in seeker’s acquisition basket. However, it doesn’t comment on
weapons that are engaging targets beyond the visual range of the operator. In this case, the
munition might be given just a general specification of the target. Once fired it does the
evaluation and decision-making about engaging it or not autonomously. A good example is
the Brimstone missile that was originally fire-and-forget missile equipped with millimetric
wave radar to track moving targets. After combat experience in Afghanistan, it was equipped
with laser guidance and is able to pick targets on its own in-flight based on pre-programmed
attributes of potential targets (Worcester, 2015), thus coming very close to fulfilling criteria
of HOOTL AWS.
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1.4.3

Human out-of-the-loop (autonomous)
Once Human-out-of-the-loop (HOOTL) weapon systems are activated, they identify,

select and attack a target without any real-time control by a human operator (DirectorateGeneral for External Policies of The Union, 2013; ICRC, 2015). However, according to the
US DoD (2012), this category encompasses also human-supervised AWSs that allow a
human operator to override the action, a feature attributed by other organization to semiautonomous weapons.
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute claims there are already 49 types
of weapon systems deployed that meet the definition of AWS (Boulanin & Verbruggen,
2017). Since information on weapons is often not public, there is a problem with the
classification of these systems because it is not clear in which part of the process human
comes into the decision making.
Example of such weapon system is already mentioned sentry gun Samsung SGR-A1
deployed in the Korean Demilitarized Zone which is declared as HITL. However, given the
number of sensors the installation has, it is likely that it can operate in HOTL regime as well
as HOOTL regime if required, basically shooting everything that object recognition software
evaluates as a target (Velez-Green, 2015). Other examples are Israeli Iron Dome anti-missile
system or US NAVY´s Phalanx system that can go from full control of human operator up
to complete autonomy allowing the system to do anything necessary to protect the area/ship
(Prado, 2015).
Majority of these weapon systems that have a technical capability to fall in HOTL or
HOOTL category are either kept in HITL regime or operate in limited circumstances,
predictable environments, tend to be static installations of a defensive nature or offensive
weapons attacking very specific targets and allowing physical access to the system if
necessary. The US DoD (2012) further specifies that even human-supervised AWS can’t
engage humans, can be used only in defense and can apply only non-lethal and non-kinetic
force.
Weapon systems that are capable of conducting the targeting and attack
autonomously have been here for some time but their abilities are limited. The pressure from
epistemic communities is focused on preventing the development of AWSs that will be
capable to operate in an unpredictable environment with soldier-level autonomy and whose
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complexity and speed will be on such level that “slow” human decision-making can´t be
installed in the process (Campaign To Stop Killer Robots, n.d.).
For such weapon system to be compliant with current norms, it will require sensors
and intelligence advanced enough to reliably distinguish guerilla fighters from civilians;
evaluate the targets and calculate how many collateral deaths are acceptable; evaluate
whether target wants to surrender or bluffs; whether target is injured; whether it would be
more convenient to capture the target; whether to engage if target installation is set up on a
school etc.
Firstly, such system would require either infinite amount of programming
(preprogramme every situation that can occur), very complex ecosystem of narrow AIs to
perform its missions (which will very likely never be sufficient to fully comply with
international law) or AGI (which if acquired will change human civilization beyond
imagination anyway). Secondly, quantifying a human life with a piece of code poses an
unprecedented moral and ethical dilemma that self-driving cars are facing now and that
hasn´t been resolved, yet.
With the current state of technology, it seems unlikely to build such complex
discriminate weapon system that is capable to operate independently of the human operator
in an unpredictable environment, especially on land. However, AWSs are likely to become
more advanced, getting closer to soldier-level autonomy and will replace the majority of
existing RCPs in all physical domains (Worcester, 2015) which will undoubtedly have an
impact on military strategies and change the rules of use of force for political leaders and
other decision-makers. (ICRC, 2014; Sauer, 2017).
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2

Potential impacts and challenges

2.1

Security

2.1.1

AI

“Ultron: I know you’re good people. I know you mean well. But you just didn't think it
through. There is only one path to peace... your extinction.”
(Avengers: Age of Ultron Avengers, 2015)8

AI control problem represents a list of critical issues related to the development of
AI and eventually its more advanced forms. The basic premise is that as an AI agent will be
getting better, eventually reaching AGI and ASI levels, it is going to gain an edge over
humans in every way. With intelligence explosion and rapid self-improvement, the AI agent
would be capable to gain decisive strategic advantage without humans noticing before it´s
too late and it will start reconstructing the reality to achieve its goal (Bostrom, 2014).
First of all, any AI agent will be a piece of code in its beginning created by human
programmers. It´s very rare to find a bug-less software and years of development and testing
are spent even on such “simple” machines like self-driving cars. Any AI agent will be prone
to software bugs (Hansson, 2016), vulnerable to a cyberattack (Novikov, 2018) and prone to
bias “inherited” from its creators and learning data (IBM, n.d.; Knight & Hao, 2019).
Cofounder of MIT’s AI lab, Marvin Minsky, claims that the first true AI humans create will
be “leapingly, screamingly insane” because we are very bad at writing computer software
(as cited in Singer, 2009).
These problems may start to fade when approaching AGI in which the agent would
be able to improve on its own, detect biases and outsmart potential human attacker. However,
this also comes with more serious levels of threats and the majority of outcomes don´t end
well for humanity not because of the AI turning evil but because of our inability to define
goals in an indisputable way (Bostrom, 2014).
Therefore, it is crucial to control such intelligence and do it correctly on the first try
before a flaw in its programming makes it run amok. This search for control is essential also

8

Whedon, 2015
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for the development of current AI systems. Bostrom (2014) and DeepMind‘s team (Leike et
al., 2017) propose two ways on how to approach the control mechanism. One is about
preventing AI to have a capability to harm us either by installing a kill switch or containing
developing AI agents in a closed system. However, it is likely that an AI agent would have
the capability to counteract interference that can prevent it from reaching its goal [safe
interruptibility]. In the latter case, it might be smart enough to conceal its real capabilities in
a test environment and act differently once released [absent supervisor] or exploit a loophole
such as tricking programmers in order to achieve its goal [reward gaming].
The other proposed mechanism is about motivating AI to be helpful. We tend to
assign motivations of our own to AI and dispute its intentions. Problem is that intelligence
itself is not value-loaded and ethical values are based on human axioms on which even
humans are not able to agree. It is more likely that AI won´t share our human-like motives
but would simply try to reach the initial goal in the most efficient way and struggle to
formulate a goal that would be bulletproof to perverse instantiation or infrastructure
profusion [avoiding side effect; self-modification] (Bostrom, 2014` Leike, et al., 2017).
“An important aspect of any AI system that interacts with people is that it must reason
about what people intend rather than carrying out commands literally.”
Dietterich & Horvitz, 2015
A good example is a thought experiment about an AI agent that is designed to
maximize its number of paperclips which is a goal without any malevolent intention. Since
the reward mechanism is based on how much paperclips it produces, it may decide to
improve its own intelligence as a way to increase the production of paperclips and eventually
reach super-human levels. One day it may come to a conclusion that the most efficient way
to maximize the production of paperclips is to turn the Earth and rest of the universe into
paperclip manufacturing facilities (Bostrom, 2014). It is, therefore, crucial to develop a
method on how to define goals without the need to specify a negative reward for undesirable
outcomes. A different opinion comes from Elon Musk who proposes that we should merge
with the AI so it won´t be able to exist without us (Browne, 2018). Louis Rosenberg (2016),
inventor and tech entrepreneur, calls for creating a human hive mind to counter potential
superintelligence.
Even with current simpler AI, there are a series of problems researches are struggling
to address. Besides principal problems named in squared brackets above that apply not only
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on superintelligent AI but in general Another example is a bias. Machine learning, given its
nature, is prone to such issues by learning from biased data (IBM, n.d.; Knight & Hao, 2019).
Microsoft’s Twitter chatbot Tay was designed to learn to communicate based on other public
conversations which turned him to racist and sexist language despite the original goal of
creators (Metz, 2018). Amazon’s canceled AI engine for recruitment of software developers
was biased against women. The learning set of data was based on resumes company received
over the last 10 years for similar positions and they were mostly submitted by men (Dastin,
2018).
Next problem is preventing unintended consequences - outcomes that were not
intended by a purposeful action (Anderson, 2017). A program taught to play famous Tetris
game decided to pause itself rather than lose the game (Biggs, 2013). Facebook chatbots
instructed to trade with each other and ended up developing their own language that was
more effective for the trading but incomprehensible to humans (Griffin, 2017).
Other problems are for example a Distributional Shift dealing with making an AI
agent adaptable to new environments; Robustness to Adversaries focused on an agent’s
adaptation in response to friendly and unfriendly elements in the environment and Safe
Exploration dealing with an issue of respecting safety constraints of an agent. Experts from
DeepMind that produced AlphaZero claim that their algorithms are responding well to
problems linked with rewards but keep failing in environment-linked areas that are crucial
for potential AWSs (Leike, et al., 2017).
Different threat to consider is a technological dependency. Similarly, like we are
forgetting to read maps and our social skills are decreasing nowadays (Chester, 2015),
yielding our humanity, knowledge, and skills to machines may one day lead to a situation in
which we are not able to produce materials, communicate in different languages or treat
illnesses.

2.1.2

AWS
Zooming in from the potential threats of AGI on today’s state of AI will spare us

apocalyptic visions of future but still leaves us with a set of challenges that represents
significant risks to the weaponization of AI. The major problem that gives ground to most
of criticisms of AWSs is so-called “black-box” nature of AI. Machine learning is based on
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a principle that instead of a programmer writing the code to solve a problem, the program
generates its own algorithm based on example data and the desired output. The inner working
of how the program reached the output is opaque at best and likely completely
incomprehensible in case of deep learning. Neural network reasoning is embedded in the
behavior of thousands of simulated neurons, arranged into interconnected layers which
create too many threads to unravel (Knight, 2017). There are projects in progress whose aim
is to make AI’s decisions explainable and traceable to create a loop for a human to prevent
the technology from running amok or becoming un-understandable. However, wouldn’t this
make such AI programs susceptible to the AI effect and strip it off its name?
Black-box nature of AI makes it impossible to predict what will happen if two AI
agents clash. Self-replicating cyber agents trying to outsmart each other may lead to an
unstoppable cascade chain-reaction in which one actor is reacting to another, causing another
to react, causing another to react, etc. In the military context, this phenomenon is called Flash
War (Scharre, 2016) and we got the first taste of such scenario in 2010 Flash Crash of the
US stock market. 36 minutes lasting crash wiped out a trillion dollars off the market value,
more than the collapse of Lehman Brothers or 9/11 did. It was caused by trading algorithms
designed to react to actions of other algorithms which spiraled into unpredictable behavior
causing the crash. The investigation found that a single small-trader individual created a
spoofing algorithm whose actions forced standard algorithms to react. The market eventually
restored on its own and new rules were put in place to prevent such situations in future (U.S.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission & U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission,
2010). However, for a brief time, human traders could observe how algorithms brought the
strongest superpower in the world to its knees. The speed of events and flaw in the design
of the “kill switch” left humans helpless (Smith, 2014).
The Military can be unwilling to adopt weapons that don’t allow understanding of
their inner mechanisms. However, when facing an option that an adversary may deploy such
weapons, decision-makers are more likely to play the technological roulette (Danzig, 2018)
and deploy a weapon even if it is not perfect or fully compliant with the IHL. The
combination of AI that we do not understand with technologies that can have catastrophic
effects is called the Terminator Conundrum (Rosenberg & Markoff, 2016).
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“If our competitors go to Terminators, and it turns out the Terminators are able to
make decisions faster, even if they’re bad, how would we respond?”
Robert Work, former US deputy defense secretary, 20169
Given strong motivations of militaries to gain advantage and nature of the
technology, these weapons are expected to be prone to normal accidents that are inevitable
and unpredictable based on Perrow’s (2011) Normal accident theory from 1984 (NAT)
rather than manageable as argued by proponents of High reliability theory (HRT) (Rochlin,
1996).
Sagan (1993) demonstrated that even nuclear weapons with the most catastrophic
potential are prone to normal accidents under NAT. The first argument for NAT is that
AWSs will be significantly more complex compared to nuclear weapons. A human overseer
if present, might not be able to immediately predict the system’s actions, especially in a new
and non-standard environment. There are already real-world examples of such accidents
with systems less advanced than AWSs are expected to be. During the 2003 war in Iraq,
Patriot system shot down two US aircrafts due to a flaw in the radar and human error (Hess,
2003). Another similar incident happened when the army was moving towards Baghdad and
Patriot radars were deployed in a non-standard configuration which resulted in a false signal
caused by radars’ own interference. The system automatically launched a missile that again
hit a friendly aircraft (Graham, 2003).
The second argument is based on the system’s parts being tightly coupled and
dependent on each other. Error in one part of the system is likely to have a cascading effect
on other parts spiraling into potential catastrophic effects too quickly for a human to stop it
like in the case of 2010 Flash Crash. Adding more fail-safes paradoxically increases the risk
of accidents based on the first argument of the system’s complexity (Scharre, 2018a). With
that said, AI-based systems may qualify as the most complex and the tightest on the NAT
scale.

9

Scharre, 2018b
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Figure 4. NAT: Interaction/coupling chart (Shrivastava, Sonpar, & Pazzaglia, 2009)
Some academics claim that despite arguments about the susceptibility of nuclear
weapons to NAT, we haven’t seen an accident with catastrophic implications because of
HRT’s combination of organizational design, culture, management, and human choice
(Roberts, Bea, & Bartles, 2001). HRT is the model towards which the current discussion on
meaningful human control is trying to sway the use of AWSs. However, striving for
meaningful human control can render the main advantage AWSs useless because as Sun Tzu
(1963) stated: “Speed is the essence of war.” Moreover, we might be overstating human
capabilities in terms of understanding and controlling such complex systems (Maas, 2019).

2.2

Armed forces and society
Increasing robotization of military forces is likely to threaten democratic control of

armed forces, erode accountability of political leaders and lower the threshold of war (Payne,
2018a). In developed democratic regimes, a civilian oversight of the military is one of the
pillars of stability. There are several key features that describe what is an effective system
of democratic control. AI’s application in AWSs is challenging several of them – an effective
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chain of command; the right to be wrong; inclusion of civil society in the control mechanism
(Bruneau & Matei, 2012; Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces
[DCAF], 2015).
An effective chain of command ensures accountability of military to society, political
and judicial institutions. That allows for transparency in the decision-making and taking
responsibility for actions (DCAF, 2008). AWSs, given the AI’s black-box nature, are
expected to make individual decisions that may not be controllable, comprehensible or
replicable, thus de facto stripping both military and civilian authorities of command and
control. Civilian authorities have a right to be wrong and the military is expected to accept
it, yet soldiers have a natural option to disobey if orders are unconstitutional or against
international law. From a technological standpoint, it is impossible to make sure that all
AWSs will have unbreakable morality protocols adhering to international law. A more likely
option is that they will carry out any command relayed to them by their masters.
AWSs pose a risk of excluding civil society from the control matrix completely. Once
political leaders won´t need to ask their citizens to put lives at stake for political goals, it will
give them the power to make statements, threats, and promises backed by unquestionable
and unyielding credibility. An army consisting of autonomous unmanned platforms,
eventually controlled from a single source, will immunize the state from a public opinion
which poses a great risk to civil liberties (Chamayou, 2015; Zając, 2018). Depopulated
battlefields are likely to redefine medieval hierarchies focused on controlling and motivating
large bodies of thinking beings and a new social contract between these traditional
institutions and society will need to be formed.
Lowering the threshold for war is one of the core criticism narratives of AWS. The
criticism is mostly based on an argument originally attacking drones. Over the last decades,
we could observe a shift in values of lives. For example, in Kosovo war, protection of
alliance soldiers was more important than the protection of civilian lives on the ground
whose protection was supposed to be the original aim of the mission. Combatant has become
a citizen in uniform who is less dispensable than civilian of the opposing camp because
nothing hurts the political image as much as a soldier dying on the other side of the world.
Protecting one own´s combatant has been linked with the political credit. The invulnerability
of one’s soldiers leads to a situation in which the “threshold of recourse to violence is
drastically lowered and violence tends to be seen as the default option to foreign policy.”
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(Chamayou, 2015) Drone strike bear lower political, economic and ethical costs and AWSs
even lower and therefore “any agent who can take action with fewer risks to himself or his
camp is likely to adopt a riskier pattern of behavior—that is to say, riskier for others.”
(Chamayou, 2015)
If drones didn´t exist, the action would not have been taken because the costs would
have been too high, thus potential collateral damage would not have happened. Unmanned
platforms lower these costs therefore, action happens. A single action of a conventional
actor, aerial bombing, for example, may result in the number of casualties that bring too high
costs for the perpetrator and thus the action is not taken. However, with unmanned platforms,
the potential costs seem always low, thus they are undertaken more often which in the end
creates a higher number of casualties than the original single action would have (cumulative
lesser evils). The costs are served in smaller quantities and more easily digestible. This lack
of consequences increases one´s willingness to use force more often (Chamayou, 2015;
Future of Life Institute, 2015).

2.2.1

Warrior ethos and dehumanization of war
Following up on the issue already raised by drones, AWSs are also going to further

challenge the notion of the warrior. Drones have significantly eroded historically vested
notion of war = death; possibility to kill = possibility to be killed. Most RMAs chop of a
piece of warrior ethos because new technology is often designed with a goal to protect
resources either via putting an armor or distance between one’s own soldiers and the enemy.
The logical implication of this process is that dehumanization of war is inevitable as well as
a continuous deconstruction of the very core principle of warrior ethos – willingness to die.
There has been a lot of criticism of “tele-warriors” for destroying this ethos similarly as
crossbowmen were considered cowards in their times but eventually become an inseparable
part of armed forces (Benjamin, 2013; Singer, 2009).
“War cannot be humanized. It can only be abolished.” (Einstein, 2007)
For example, the kamikaze attack seems to be more morally acceptable and nobler
because the pilot paid for taking another life with his own life while using unmanned
platforms poses no such consequences. There is supposedly no grudge against that kamikaze
pilot because the justice has been done in contrast with the attack of a drone pilot who is safe
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at home or AWS in which case he isn’t even there. Such an attack creates a grudge against
the anonymous persona of the enemy who still exists, enjoys life, can´t be killed and justice
can´t be done. The grudge is then refocused on the abstract entity of the attacker be it a state
or organization and, on its values, and way of life. Despite the decreased danger to civilians
from open conflict (boots on the ground), machines can cause indiscriminate psychological
oppression just by their nature of being machines and unable to provide the option for
retribution. This depriving enemy of an enemy and overprotection of military personnel
creates a paradox which may result in targeting attacker’s civilians in retribution because
they are easier to access (Chamayou, 2015).
With the changing nature of wars, the risk to society is likely to increase. Inter-state
conflicts are diminishing and potential foes are mostly non-state actors waging hybrid or
asymmetrical wars (In a nutshell – kurzgesagt GmbH, 2014; Ellman, Samp, & Coll, 2017).
Traditional rules of armed conflict don´t apply because there is often no political entity to
declare war on, insurgents don´t wear uniforms, don´t respect state borders, etc. On the one
hand, AI and AWS have the potential to significantly increase the relative power of these
non-state actors (Hanacek, 2018; Springer, 2018). On the other hand, use of such means by
the state actor may motivate a non-state actor to balance via an increased effort to acquire
nuclear, biological or chemical weapons. That forces state actors to search for options to
track and counter internal or external threats often at expense of privacy and civil liberties
of non-combatants (Chamayou, 2015; Lin et al., 2008; Walsh J. , 2013). There seems to be
no winner.

2.3

Arms control and proliferation

“John Connor: We're not gonna make it, are we? Humans, I mean.
The Terminator: It's in your nature to destroy yourselves.
John Connor: Yeah major drag, Huh?” (Terminator 2: Judgment Day, 1991)10

Most ongoing AI research is conducted by the private sector or universities and not
explicitly military-related (Pandya, 2019). However, given the nature of the technology, it
seems untenable to prevent its weaponization. The creation of a mechanism for control of
10

Cameron, 1991
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military use of AI is still in its infancy and perhaps even impossible. There is currently no
internationally agreed legal or customary treaty on how to efficiently control the
development, deployment, and proliferation of this technology. There are worries that AI
will violate strategic balance between states, destroy stability brought by nuclear deterrence
or increase uncertainty over the new balance of power leading to a new round of security
dilemmas (Maas, 2019). The number of combat-age men in the country is still considered as
an important factor of a country’s military strength. Should a country develop a lead in
certain AI applications that will guarantee it to discover the next generation of innovations,
it may bring insignificant military power into the superpower club and redraw the map.
Since there is no precedence on virtual technology the closest referral framework to
build upon would be nuclear weapons. There are of course obvious differences between both
technologies per se but they share key strategic attributes (Payne, 2018a; Maas, 2019).
-

Both are highly scientific and technical

-

Both are concentrated in a few countries

-

Both carriers their legal, ethical and moral burdens

-

Both have an impact on strategies and societies

-

Both have apocalyptic potential

-

Both create an asymmetric advantage

-

Both are based on dual-use technologies

-

Both manifest a high susceptibility to normal accidents

Virtual nature of AI tempts us to think that it is highly susceptibility to proliferation.
In contrast with nuclear or chemical weapons, it doesn’t require such vast infrastructure.
Combined with high availability and low cost of hardware components, AWSs are feared to
become Kalashnikov´s of tomorrow (Future of Life Institute, 2015). However, the
proliferation might not be as rapid as predicted since the top-class AI technology still
requires significant infrastructure and computational power (Hwang, 2018). Another damper
is knowledge of researches and experts required to put the technology to use (MacKenzie &
Spinardi, 1995). Last but not least, effective implementation of military AI as a force
multiplier requires major changes in military strategies, operations and relations which tends
to take years (Horowitz, 2018). The potential approach on control regime could be summed
up into three categories observed during the process of creating regime on nuclear weapons
(Sagan, 1996, 2011).
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Firstly, proliferation/non-proliferation have been shaped by aspects such as: security
concerns to increase chances of survival; domestic politics depending on the preferences of
internal actors and domestic climate; ideals endowing nuclear weapons with a positive or
negative symbolic value. Often, the state’s decision to pursue the technology was a
combination of all three. In the context of military AI, security concerns seem to be the
primary motivating factor for major powers to successfully implement the technology and
prevent other conventionally weaker states or non-state actors to acquire it (Maas, 2019;
Scharre, 2018b; Ellman et al., 2017). The influence of domestic politics remains insignificant
since neither AWSs nor economic challenges brought by automation are on the general
political agenda and the public opinion doesn‘t seem to be strongly poised against AWSs
(Amnesty International UK, 2019). Moreover, compared to a nuclear weapon that has a very
obvious single purpose, AI is more universal and has broader applicability throughout all the
segments with a potential to bring substantial gains also in a civilian sector. AI also carriers
a significant positive symbolic value representing the state’s technological superiority.
Secondly, arms control of nuclear weapons was ignited and pushed by epistemic
communities that reached a consensus regarding the extremely risky potential. Using
theoretical scenarios of nuclear warfare, they managed to shape states’ strategies and
convinced policymakers to create international control regimes, especially ABM Treaty
(Adler, 1992). The voice of epistemic communities concerned about the military use of AI
is also gaining momentum (Future of Life Institute, 2015; Shane & Wakabayashi, 2018;
Paul, 2019). However, it is not clear what constitutes the critical mass and whether there is
support also among experts outside the civilian sector.
Thirdly, an inherent feature of nuclear forces is that they are vulnerable to normal
accidents resulting from the way they are managed (Sagan, 1993). Given high stakes of these
accidents a meaningful human control needed to be established in the operation of the
weaponry. AI systems are likely to share certain features with nuclear forces that will make
them prone to normal accidents and complex nature of AI may make it difficult to prevent
the technology from leaking. Losing a nuclear warhead could be fixed by sending somebody
to pick it up. A virtual world seldom allows for such recoveries of leaked technology.
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2.4

Legal recognition of machines
The general perception of AI is biased by sci-fi and press coverage (Bostrom, 2015;

Robotics-openletter.eu, 2018). We often project human thoughts and feelings onto inanimate
objects, sympathizing with them. Personified image of software tends to mislead us that
these machines already poses human-level intelligence or ability to feel pain thus must be
treated with attributable respect. For example, a video of Boston Dynamics employees
demonstrating the stability of dog-like robot Spot by kicking it raised a wave of tweets
pitying the machine (Parke, 2015).
Another example is a humanoid robot Sofia that has received Saudi Arabian
citizenship (Reynolds, 2018) and has become United Nations´ Innovation Champion
(Huffington Post, 2018) despite being basically a chatbot with a face, far from possessing
AGI (Gershgorn, 2017). On the one hand, such publicity sparks more interest in AI and
brings more funding for real AI research. On the other hand, this personification creates false
expectations and twists the image of what AI actually is. The urge to recognize current level
machines as legal personas would create unnecessary barriers to actually reaching higher
levels of AI. The recent proposal of the European Parliament to give the status of an
electronic person to machines for the sake of dealing with future insurance claims resulting
from machines acting independently, was rejected by more than 250 experts in an open letter
as nonsensical and non-pragmatic (Robotics-openletter.eu, 2018), view that was later
supported by the European Commission (Burri, 2018).
According to the letter, legal status for machines can´t be grounded in any existing
legal models because it would actually confront human rights (Robotics-openletter.eu,
2018). The current legal system is based on our own biology and ability to feel pain from
which law is protecting us (Andorno & Baffone, 2014). If we actually create an artificial
person “it would break everything about the law, as we understand it today.” (Calo, 2017)
What actually makes us eligible for rights since we deny them to animals despite that
we don´t see them as Descartes´ unfeeling automatons anymore? The idea of robot rights
makes us face the problem of ethical and philosophical definition of our own status with
much more urgency than animal rights. We admit a scenario that machines might one day
possess cognitive abilities, experience pain or qualia, have consciousness or mind of their
own. The problem runs deep with our inability to agree on what a mind or consciousness is.
Whether it results from the physical structure of our brains (Stoljar, 2009) and can be
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replicated by machine (Kurzweil, 2005) or whether we are not able to define it since we are
only experiencing it through qualia and it´s not verifiable (Jackson, 1986). There are also
several interpretations of what it means to be a person, ranging from having a human DNA,
through possession of cognitive abilities up to recognition by society (Green & Green, 2016).
According to Bostrom and Yudkowsky (2011), machine would be eligible based on
being sapient - having and ability to reason; and being sentient - experiencing qualia and
pain. Similarly, the UN would consider recognizing the legal status of a machine only if it
would possess qualities associated with humans, such as freedom of will, intentionality, selfconsciousness, moral agency or a sense of personal identity (World Commission on the
Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology, 2017).
However, the cleavage is based on the philosophy and whether machines will always
just simulate these qualities (Kurzweil, 2005) and thus disqualify themselves from having
rights or whether they would be genuinely able to experience them like humans do (Searle,
1980). Since we are unlikely to know the answer in a foreseeable future, Bostrom and
Yudkowsky (2011) propose Turing-like behavioral approach that would allow us to avoid
the philosophical dilemma. According to principles of Substrate and Ontogeny Non‐
Discrimination “if two beings have the same functionality and the same conscious
experience, and differ only in the substrate of their implementation or in how they came into
existence, then they have the same moral status.”
However, when thinking about non-personified software, we reach an abstract realm
in which each definition of something raises a set of new questions. If it is a program that
constitutes the personality of the computer and thus has rights, would shutting it down be a
murder or imprisonment because the program (mind) would be deprived of the computer
(brain/body)? Would it feel pain if it receives a negative input? Would be shutting down a
datacenter of such machines considered a mass murder? Would it have a free will and ability
to reject a command?
Given the complexity of factors and uncertainty in our own definitions of what would
constitute a synthetic being as a person, it is likely that a completely new legal framework
will have to be established for the emerging technologies under redefined ethical and
philosophical norms and narratives.
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2.4.1

Legality and ethicality of AWS
“The objection that a warlike device is barbarous has always been made against new

weapons, which have nevertheless eventually been adopted.”
Alfred Mahan, 1899, US naval officer and historian 11

Since RCPs have become standard equipment of modern armies, the criticism and
debate of ethics have shifted towards AWSs. The central narrative revolves around notions
of humanity and public conscience based on the Martens Clause (ICRC, 2018).
Five principles on which international humanitarian law treaties are founded and
which steer the conduct of war are: prohibition of weapons causing superfluous injury or
unnecessary suffering; military necessity; proportionality; discrimination; command
responsibility. AWSs currently have a problem to address each of these principles
(Marchant, et al., 2011; ICRC, 2014, 2018). Some argue that these machines similarly as
RCPs can be labeled as unethical based on jus ad bellum principle because they are
emboldening political leaders to engage in war. Replacing citizens with machines erodes
war = death notion and drastically reduces the cost of violent action (Asaro, 2012a; Sparrow,
2007). RCPs have been criticized also on the grounds of destroying warrior ethos by
removing the soldier from the battlefield and torturing the enemy by the omnipresent “buzz
of death” depriving him of an ability to fight back (Chamayou, 2015). AWSs added an
argument based on more general ethical notion – whether a machine should be allowed to
decide about human´s life because it threatens human dignity.
Firstly, weapons are supposed to be design-dependent, thus their effects are
foreseeable, preventing weapons from inflicting unnecessary suffering (Marchant, et al.,
2011). AWSs given their nature and black-box problem are not predictable. Creators cannot
anticipate all possible external influences on such machine and its responses to them (Knight,
2017). Even the implementation of Asimov’s basic laws generates paradoxes. A machine
can still cause harm when trying help as a result of not being aware of it f.e. by serving
poisoned food (Anderson, 2017). Since there are several interpretations of the Law of War,
trying to express these rules in a code creates even more loopholes and uncertainty. Counter11

Cited in Scott, 1920
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argument can be based on the fact that in the case of human soldiers, commanders provide
general plan but allow flexibility in its completion. Therefore, once AI achieves human-level
intelligence and AWSs would be capable of soldier level autonomy, their black-box problem
can be omitted.
Secondly, the use of new weapons is justified only if they provide a substantial
military effect and lead to a faster victory while reducing economic expenditure and loss of
life. AWSs seem to conform to this principle perfectly. However, the catch is the definition
of victory. Machines are likely to have a substantial advantage in high-intensity conflicts
and antiterrorism operations but they are expected to fail in counterinsurgency operations
like RCPs did because counterinsurgency requires winning hearts and minds of the local
population. Therefore, AWSs would not be in line with jus post bellum. Their offensive role
is likely to be reduced, plainly said, to a mechanical killing based on big data analysis which
certainly doesn’t sound ethical (Singer, 2009; Chamayou, 2015; Marchant, et al., 2011).
“The optics of the situation could look really freaking bad. It makes us look like the
Evil Empire and the other guys like the Rebel Alliance, defending themselves versus robot
invaders.”
Noah Shachtman, Editor in Chief of The Daily Beast12
Thirdly, the definition of proportionality and whether an attack was or wasn’t
adequate is often interpreted on a case-by-case basis. As described by Asaro (2009) it is
“abstract, not easily quantified, and highly relative to specific contexts and subjective
estimates of value”. Opponents of AWS claim that machine will never be able to make a
judgment of proportionality because it is reasoning unique to humans (Sauer, 2017) while
AI proponents claim that AI would be smart enough to foresee consequences of each action
and thus take the one which would be the most adequate given the situation (Bostrom, 2014).
F.e. a machine might be able to process and learn from previous judicial decisions on each
existing case and evaluate what would be the most acceptable action in a given situation if
going to be examined by “tribunal”. According to Bostrom, ethics is a cognitive pursuit,
thus, an intelligent machine can perform much better in it through reasoning and weighing
up of evidence (Bostrom, 2014).

12

Former non-resident fellow at The Brookings Institution and former Executive Editor for News at Foreign
Policy magazine (as cited in Singer, 2009)
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Fourthly, discrimination of combatants and non-combatants is often labeled as the
most difficult task for a machine (Sharky, 2012). The intent is considered to be the primary
deciding factor on whether to engage or not and it supposedly can´t be recognized by a
machine because it lacks emotions (Human Rights Watch, 2012). Opponents of AWSs
consider the lack of biological emotions and feelings to be the major ethical problem for the
deployment of AWSs because it renders machines incompatible with the language unique to
humans used in jus in bello principles (Marchant, et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2008).
However, this is just the principle in which a machine can outperform humans once
the sensor technology is evolved enough. War crimes are still a common part of fighting
despite improvements in legislation and training. The source is usually the very same
biological nature of humans that opponents of AWSs use to argue with. In this sense,
machines seem to be a more humane option because they rule out self-preservation instinct,
emotions, and psychological traumas. AI is likely to have better battlefield overview,
conduct an unbiased intelligence evaluation and have faster reactions (Zając, 2018; Etzioni
& Etzioni, 2017). Machine´s sensors are expected to be able to detect objects, movements,
speech, facial expressions (substituting for lack of emotions) and even hidden traces such as
heat, radioactivity or chemical substances. Based on gathered data, AI builds a specific
person´s profile, compare it with existing patterns and other intelligence to evaluate the
person as a target or a non-combatant (Singer, 2009). Another shortcut would be to deploy
AWSs only in kill-boxes13 and attack basically everything that is not marked with an ally
beacon or permit AWSs just to disable enemy’s technical assets.
Lastly, command responsibility concerning AWSs remains problematic. A machine
can´t be punished because it is not a moral agent. There are opinions that sufficiently
advanced AI systems can be candidates for moral status when becoming sapient and sentient
(Bostrom & Yudkowsky, 2011). In case a machine violates laws or malfunctions and commit
war crimes, no part of the creation/command chain is willing to accept the responsibility. If
the current understanding of the law is applied, soldier or commander can be found guilty
for deploying the machine, however, mens rea criterium is missing since they might not have
understood the complexity of a machine and to where its use can lead. Some propose that
manufactures and programmers shall be held responsible for either intentionally
13

A three-dimensional area reference that enables timely, effective coordination and control and facilitates
rapid attacks (Air Land Sea Application Center, 2005), in layman terms – area in which soldiers are allowed
to freely open fire
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“programming a war crime code”, which is disputable since machines would have to be
programmed during the ongoing armed conflict to apply this logic, or for simply making a
mistake. Moreover, programmers usually create only parts of the system and those parts can
be completely unrelated to military use. As for the civil suits, product liability law would
have to be applied which creates even more loopholes because of its variation around the
world and in-experience with robotics. The state can take responsibility like in the case of
drone strikes or corporation can be punished via financial fines. However, neither of the two
allows for a war crime punishment (Lin et al. 2008; Margulies, 2016).
The legal framework has not fully caught up with the RCP technology let alone AWS.
Even chemical weapons were fully banned 82 years after their first use. In the fog of war, it
is hard enough for a human to evaluate the situation correctly, distinguish hors de combat
and adhere to IHL while fighting one´s own biology. With currently available technology,
no machine can outperform human in this set of complex mental challenges. However, it is
likely that machines making their own decisions will eventually make it to the battlefield
even if they would not be perfect enough to operate within the bounders of IHL. In the end,
battlefields are not idyllic places of compassion and respect for humanity, soldiers are not
morally flawless and commanders or politicians are not always penalized. AWSs do not need
to be perfect to be deployed, it may enough if they are more humane than humans.
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3

Revolution in Military Affairs
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) is a fairly young term having its origins in the

second half of the 20th century (Murray, 1997). Similarly, as other concepts in this thesis, its
definition is ambiguous and in a constant shift. It is often used interchangeably with terms
Military Technical Revolution (MTR) and Military Revolution (MR). The first term was
introduced in the 1970s by the Soviet Union and the main proponent was Marshal Nikolai
Ogarkov who argued that the United States is gaining superiority thanks to their advanced
technology. His approach didn’t take roots in the West and was later criticized as focusing
too much on the technology itself (Fitzsimonds & Tol, 1994; Metz & Kievit, 1994). There
is a continuous difference of opinions on whether technology and inventions themselves are
driving RMAs (Phillips, 2002) vs there is no universal correlation (Bousquet, 2017). For
example, in the case of a stirrup, proponents (White, 1962) claim that the invention of stirrup
and making a rider dominant force of the battlefield led to the creation of Feudal order in
Europe. Opponents of technological determinism claim that stirrup appeared a long time ago
in other parts of the world and it didn’t lead to the Feudal order (Bousquet, 2017). The
argument against determinism proves the most credible when applied on dual-use
technologies.
The latter term of MR originates from Michael Roberts (as cited in Murray, 1997)
who argued that gunpowder led to the change of tactics which led to the change in the nature
of armies which eventually led to the creation of the nation-state. This concept was
challenged and further developed by Geoffrey Parker (1976) which has ignited next round
of criticism and discussions among academics. We are not able to agree on what is the cause
of RMAs and whether they should represent only cataclysmic events or also smaller
incremental improvements or even if we should be speaking about a revolution and not rather
an evolution (Thompson, 2011). The scales of defining events also have different width. The
widest is recognizing a cognitive revolution between a primate and Homo Sapiens that
shapes human strategy today and an upcoming revolution that will move us beyond the
biological intelligence. Narrowest scales, on the other hand, focus only on developments
since the first Gulf War in 1991 such as networks, satellites or drones (Payne, 2018a).
The literature dealing with RMAs can be summed into 5 camps. Social Wave
paradigm is pioneered by Alvin Toffler (1970, 1980, 1990, 1995). It recognizes Agricultural,
Industrial and Information revolutions in which military revolutions are results of changes
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in economic production and what creates wealth in the given time period. The Radical
Transformation paradigm is focusing on the adoption of new technologies and organizational
changes that are supposed to constitute an RMA. Typical representative revolution is
Blitzkrieg. French army at the beginning of WWII had higher numbers and comparable
technology, yet they were utterly defeated thanks to a new strategy that effectively adopted
those new technologies (Cowan, 2007). Revolution in Revolution argues that MR is an
occasionally appearing radical phenomena resulting from social and political factors and
accompanied by pre- and post- RMAs (organization-based) or MTRs (technology-based)
(Gray, 2002). The Punctuated Equilibrium Evolution gives a more physicalist point of view
in which it perceives the RMAs like an evolution of smaller incremental revolutions that are
reactions to previous actions that disturbed the equilibrium. The last camp of Continuity and
Evolution is skeptical about the concept of RMA and perceive innovation as a continual
process (Thompson, 2011).
Each of the above-mentioned camps has its weaknesses. Nevertheless, all the camps
are trying to figure out what actually constitutes a revolution in military affairs, what are the
divine driving forces behind it and how we can use it to prepare for the future. Majority of
authors seem to agree that RMA is a result of combining 1) Technological Development –
technological inventions 2) Doctrinal Innovation – the adoption of new technology by
military operations and 3) Organizational Adaptions – institutional, cultural and social
changes (Fitzsimonds & Tol, 1994).
However, interactions between each of the three aspects are so complex and the
number of variables potentially entering the equation so high that it is perhaps beyond a
human mind to correctly identify meaningful correlations. Since societal changes and
adoption of inventions stretches over millennia, formulating a universally applicable recipe
for RMA undisputable in every context over a history of humankind would be what a
“Theory of Everything” is to Physics or “Master Algorithm” to Information Technology.

3.1

Identifying the change
Another difficulty is that it seems we can identify the phenomena only ex post facto.

(Fitzsimonds & Tol, 1994). Revolutions do not happen overnight with a single change or
technology but it is rather a convergence of many smaller inventions and changes.
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“It is always hard to see the bigger impact while you are in the vortex of change.”
Bill Joy, co-founder of Sun Microsystems14
For some of these climaxes, we are able to tell a rough timeframe when they
happened. For example, the RMA of English longbow culminated in the first battles of
Hundred Years' War despite that longbowmen have been already part of English armies. The
gunpowder has been gradually adopted by European armies but it was cannons in the Late
Middle Ages that drastically lowered the siege times and forced a change of strategies.
Machine guns have already proved decisive for tribal wars in the late 1800s but it was the
WWI that gave them a status of RMA in some paradigms. Despite that tanks and airplanes
have made significant progress since their first introduction it was Blitzkrieg tactics that put
them on the map of RMAs (Singer, 2009; Gat, 2006; Springer, 2018). Thus, revolutionary
changes do not seem to occur during war. The shock and change may be the most obviously
demonstrated in combat but the RMA is being “brewed” during peacetime (Fitzsimonds &
Tol, 1994; Metz & Kievit, 1994).
When zooming in on these specifically military-related, several authors offer a
narrower definition. For example, Galdi (1995) claims that RMA happens when one side of
the conflict achieves immediate victory via effective adoption of new technology and to
overcome this, the other side must come with a new combination of its own which supports
the physics-like approach of Punctured Equilibrium Evolution paradigm. A different
definition comes from Hundley (1999) in which RMA either makes one of the competencies
of adversary obsolete or creates a new competency in a new dimension. These definitions,
however, don’t address dual-use technologies like railroad or stirrup that arguably had an
impact on war-waging. The ambiguity grows when applied on AI since it is difficult to tell
where is the difference between a dumb AI and smart AI and how much it matters to win a
potential war. Again, the concept of RMA remains rather an academic construct than a realworld phenomenon.
However, the Gulf War in 1991 brought a revolution for the RMA itself. For the first
time, the concept transcended academic discussions and started shaping the real-world
policymaking rather than the other way around (Metz & Kievit, 1994). One of the proponents
of this new movement, Cebrowski signaled a major shift. For the first time, it was the

14

as cited in Singer, 2009
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software, not the hardware that steered the course of conflict and networks were supposed
to be more important than platforms (as cited in Singer, 2009). This assumption, however,
proves wrong nowadays since it was only an opening of a new dimension of warfare brought
by computers rather than a shift of existing dimensions into virtual space as will be discussed
later.
Network-centric warfare and “system of systems” were words of the day. Ability to
instantaneously share information about the course of battle and positions of the enemy
between the whole military-political complex was supposed to remove Clausewitz’s Fog of
War that has been an inherent part of battles since the very beginning. Information
Technology gave another hit to Clausewitz’s principle of mass and concentration because it
started demassification of armies (Singer, 2009).
With George W. Bush coming in the office in 2001, the United States redefined its
approach to military and massively invested in new technologies to fit the revolutionary
narrative of network-centric warfare. War in Afghanistan supported the validity of the new
concept and war in Iraq cemented it as a next big thing in military operations after Blitzkrieg.
However, as after-campaign reports demonstrated, more computers haven’t removed the fog
of war. Units regularly lacked situational awareness or didn’t know the position of the enemy
(Singer, 2009). Some even argue that massive computerization of armies actually made them
more vulnerable (O’Hanlon, 2018a; Pavelec, 2018). In this context Bousquet (2017) adds
that RMAs of last decades are results of a broader socio-economic push on military to keep
projecting power while reducing casualties. How does the entire concept of RMA prove
itself in the face of AI and AWS? Is there a paradigm and scale that can be applied? Does
AI or AWS actually constitute an RMA?
It is legitimate to state that we are currently in the vortex of changes ignited by
computers and after network-centric warfare, a new RMA is being brewed. Most authors
agree that computers impacted our civilization to such extent that they are put on the same
level as agricultural or industrial revolutions (Harari, 2014, 2015; Toffler & Toffler, 1995).
In the context of RMAs - firstly, computers are the base stone for the majority of subsequent
technological revolutionary as well as incremental inventions. Ships, tanks, and airplanes
have their origins further in history but collective improvements allowed by massive
computerization make post-computer military complex far superior to pre-computer.
Secondly, computers have opened a path to a new unconventional dimension of warfare –
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cyber. Thirdly, they have changed the nature of innovation and increased applicability of
commercial technologies to military use. Fourthly, they have brought radical changes in
functioning and role of military (Payne, 2018b).

3.2

AI and RMA
AI given its virtual nature is as a subset of Information Revolution. At this point, it

is difficult to state with confidentiality at which point, how and even if it will outgrow the
scale of Information Revolution and transcend into a major revolution of its own (Eliot,
2018).

Figure 5. Transition to a new age through several sufficiently intelligent narrow AI
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Figure 6. Transition to a new age through achieving AGI15
However, there are several reasons favoring its recognition as a major RMA. AI
systems are expected to allow autonomous decision-making of networked computer agents
and enabling extremely rapid sequential action, even in uncertain operating environments
and across all battlefield domains. Given its utility ranging from the most minor levels of
force to nuclear power, AI could give states an upper hand in mobilizing its assets and
achieving escalation dominance against non-AI and conventionally oriented adversaries
(Payne, 2018a; Scharre, 2018b; Singer, 2009).
Firstly, the strategic importance of AI is being recognized by major powers that are
either planning or already reshaping their militaries. It is perceived as a potentially disruptive
element of the current status quo and nuclear deterrence because it provides the owner with
a significant asymmetrical advantage. While United States’ first two offset strategies were
about offsetting conventional numerical superiority of the enemy, the third one has been
aimed at leveraging AI and unmanned or autonomous systems to provide better agility and
flexibility of its units (Singer, 2009; Ellman et al., 2017). US Future Combat Systems
expected the creation of all-round brigades that would have a variety of unmanned air and
ground vehicles all connected within a single system. The program was terminated in 2009
because it did not deliver on the promise. One of the main reasons was that the majority of
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The author acknowledges that reaching AGI might not be necessarily conditioned by the amount of
intelligence or computing power but might require a completely different approach to AI
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desired new technologies were still in development and not ready for deployment (Pernin et
al., 2012). However, it provided a good peek at how future units might be organized. The
USA has also recognized the difference between a need to connect assets across domains
(networks) and need to effectively manage them across all domains (intelligence) (U.S.
Army Training and Doctrine Command [TRADOC], 2017).
British government acknowledges the monumental shift that shall be brought by a
combination of AI and robotics in the upcoming 20 to 50 years (James & Scott, 2008). Russia
has approved a plan to transform 30% of Russian combat power into remotely controlled or
autonomous platforms by 2030 (Eshel, 2011). People’s Liberation Army is very explicit
about the importance of AI and talks about progress from digitalization, through
networkization and coining the term for the next stage - intelligentization of warfare (Kania,
2017).
“Artificial intelligence…will lead to a profound military revolution…”
Lieutenant General Liu Guozhi16
Chinese are also acknowledging another major shift being brought by AI - the fusion
of civil-military technology innovation and convergence of warfare dimensions where AI
will be capable to coordinate operations across all domains (Kania, 2017; TRADOC, 2017).
US experts are ringing the alarm that the US is losing the technological race to resurrected
Russia and more than ever powerful China. They are expected to use the asymmetric
advantage of AI in the cyber world and cheap massively produced platforms in the physical
world to compensate for the US conventional superiority (McLeary, 2017; Marlowe,
McGrath & Preble, 2019; Hammes, 2016).
Even though computerization of warfare has been in motion since the 1960s, AI and
robots still weren’t a relevant topic of the US policy-makers in 2006 who were pre-occupied
with networks (Singer, 2009). O’Hanlon (2018a) in his analysis correctly estimated that
computer software and hardware will have a revolutionary effect on military affairs but
didn’t mention AI. Retrospectively, he updated his estimations to include AI and Robotics
as revolutionary.17 Moreover, compared to 2000 – 2020 period, he predicts almost three
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Director of the Central Military Commission Science and Technology Commission (Kania, 2017)
Advanced robotics wouldn’t be possible without computer software and hardware. This underlines the
argument that AI and Robotics are primarily a subset of Information Revolution.
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times more areas will undergo a revolutionary improvement between 2020 – 2040
(O’Hanlon, 2018a, 2018b).
“Mankind’s centuries-long quest to build artificial creatures is bearing fruit. As
opposed to the IT networks that simply allow information to flow easier, robotics and AI are
the real tsunami that will toss our lives into disarray.”
Rodney Brooks, founder of iRobot18
Secondly, for most of mankind’s war-waging, violence has been a necessary part of
the war. Competition of crude strength against crude strength. Then computers expanded the
number of warfare domains. Their tight interlinking with systems in the physical world made
cyberspace a gate for an unconventional attack which can have a significant impact on
conventional assets (Pavelec, 2018; TRADOC, 2017). Besides disrupting Clausewitz again,
computers now have a capacity to affect adversary’s military power indirectly either through
manipulating social and political norms or inflicting damage on critical civilian
infrastructure.

Figure 7. Multi-Domain Battlefield (Graphic by Arin Burgess as cited in Brown, 2017)

18

Author, and robotics entrepreneur, former director of the MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory (as cited in Singer, 2009)
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In cyberworld, conventional military assets are not able to deter the adversary but
remain vulnerable to it (TRADOC, 2017; Tabansky, 2014; Pavelec, 2018). This proves
O’Hanlon’s (2018a) statement about militaries voluntarily introducing an Achilles heel into
their structures. It is likely that a sufficiently advanced AI agent will be able to overmatch
legacy military capabilities and dramatically redraw the balance of power (Brose, 2019). The
conflict between AI and non-AI actor of equally computerized parties will resemble conflict
between gunpowder and non-gunpowder parties (Payne, 2018a). Against other AIpossessing states, the result is difficult to predict because of the Flash Crash phenomena.
Uncertainty about AI capabilities and inability to quantify it like conventional weapons will
likely lead to a security dilemma because ending up with the second-best algorithm might
lead to a catastrophic loss of war (Allen & Chan, 2017).
Thirdly, AI is posing a threat to nuclear deterrence. Nuclear deterrence has been to a
large extent based on having a second-strike capability. This is allowed by having a
sufficiently large number of warheads distributed through a variety of delivery vehicles that
are difficult to track and eliminate simultaneously such as submarines or mobile launch
vehicles. Having an AI agent that is capable of processing and combining a large amount of
data from a variety of sources that can range f.e. from Smart Dust, IoT sensors up to satellites
or unmanned submarine vehicles might allow tracking of adversaries’ military assets in realtime. Combined with having access to anti-missile assets it can significantly decrease the
second-strike capability. Moreover, should adversary’s assets be connected to outside
networks, a powerful hacking algorithm could be able to disable the second-strike capability
completely (The Wire, 2019; DSB, 2013).
Fourthly, the use of violence has been subject to a multitude of individual and
collective psychological processes of human decision-making. The rational strategy required
all parties to understand the stakes and be able to control the action. Strategic and tactical
decisions have been about weighing risk and uncertainty, comparing relative power,
estimating threshold of escalation. Sometimes a miscalculation led to a crisis or almost an
Armageddon. In this sense, nuclear weapons were less revolutionary than AI because they
haven’t changed the psychological essence of war (Payne, 2018a, 2018b). AI system is
qualitatively different because it takes the human mind out of the equation or may at least
significantly influence them. AI risk analysis is likely not to be affected by typical human
pro-defense bias. Just the opposite, AI is expected to favor the offense because of the speed
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of its decision-making (Payne, 2018a). This advantage of rapidly organizing assets across
domains may seduce commanders to leave the slow human factor out of the loop completely,
thus breaking the bedrock of today’s military operations – chain-of-command.
Lastly, as John Arquilla said: “Our big ships and big battalions are wrong approach
to waging a war of future.” (as cited in Fora.tv, 2010) AI is likely to accelerate the shift from
conventional warfare and its assets to unconventional forms of warfare, although not
immediately. There is going to be more of irregular but frequent conflicts with fading
threshold between military and civilian domains (Cordesman, 2014).
However, to achieve a victory it is not enough to shut down the enemy’s systems and
neither is throwing unmanned metal at other’s unmanned metal. For a weapon to be a
reasonable deterrent it still requires the power to take away a human life. It seems that for
foreseeable future the grand strategies of major military powers are not going to change.
Legacy assets like warships, tanks, and airplanes will still be part of the military arsenal in
25 years, as means to fight existential but unlikely wars (Marlowe et al., 2019; Pavelec,
2018).
With the current state of AI, AWSs will prove extremely effective in niche areas and
tactical operations, making use of advancements in robotics (O’Hanlon, 2018a). As AI
systems will be getting more general-use instruments (either through combining narrow AIs
or eventually discovering a recipe for AGI) their ability to coordinate tactical assets
(conventional and unconventional) across domains will have a transformative effect on the
strategic level, potentially even grand strategy (Payne, 2018a; Scharre, 2018b).
It is difficult to estimate how intelligent AI or how many APs will be required to
define an RMA. German army at the time of pulling out Blitzkrieg still had more “ponies
than panzers” (Boot, 2007). Maybe once a terrorist organization manages to coordinate a
swarm of commercial drones equipped with IEDs to sink 13 billion-dollar Gerald R. Fordclass aircraft career the asymmetrical advantage of unconventional means of warfare enabled
by AI and robotics will cement the shift towards new means of waging war.
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3.3

Remotely controlled vs autonomous

“If Stanley Kubrick directed ‘Dr. Strangelove’ again, it would be about the issue of
autonomous weapons.”
Michael Schrage19
Throughout history there are clear patterns accompanying the development of
weapons. From the very beginning, man has tried to create weapons that increase his
survivability, usually by putting an armor or distance between him and the enemy. The early
prehistoric hunter was better off against any potential enemy when using spear rather than a
knife. Similarly, at the Battle of Poitiers, English longbowmen put down the mounted
knights while suffering minimal losses. Artillery personnel often doesn´t see what they are
targeting but the impact on the enemy is tremendous. The long-distance warfare has been
perfected through the use of airplanes and missiles, thanks to which soldiers have been
becoming less and less vulnerable. No matter how effective the weapon is, there has always
been a space for improvement. Spears were becoming longer and sharper; cannons and rifles
bigger, faster and more precise (Black, 2013). Therefore, any weapons allowing to cause
damage to the enemy while decreasing the threat to oneself is a rational outcome, following
patterns which are steering mankind´s weapon development from the dawn of war-waging
(Gat, 2006).
RCPs have dehumanized war and killing to an extent not seen before. Those carrying
out the verdict do not have to put their lives in danger, cope with the discomfort of the
battlefield and do not have to look their victims in the eyes or hear their last words when
pulling the trigger. Yet, even that very last distant touch that was left in the process of killing
- looking at the war from the bird’s perspective through the computer screen, proved to be
enough to disturb the mind (Chamayou, 2015). AWS is the climax of a millennia-lasting
chase for invulnerability. A perfect weapon that completely shields the human’s body as
well as mind.
The early primitive RCPs entered armed forces already in the First World War.
French Crocodile Schneider land torpedo was designed to help soldiers remove obstacles of
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a research fellow at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Sloan School of Management (as cited in
Rosenberg & Markoff, 2016)
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the trench warfare by exploding. German Leichter Ladungsträger Goliath or Russian
Teletanks were remotely controlled ground vehicles of the Second World War designed to
blow up mines, tanks or as an extended reconnaissance and attack arms of conventional
units. The afterwar period has been focused primarily on remotely piloted aircrafts and saw
the dawn of UAVs (Everett, 2015).
Today, unmanned platforms are at the verge of Cambrian explosion20 (Walker,
2019). Last two decades brought technological improvements in various fields that allowed
private as well as the military sector to develop platforms of various sizes and applications.
We can see unmanned machines ranging from sentry guns21, autonomous tanks22 and entire
ghost fleets23 through microdrones24 and swarms25 up to humanoid robots capable of doing
backflips26.
World’s military powers are developing strategies to integrate unmanned and
eventually autonomous systems in their operations. The US is developing and has already
deployed unmanned platforms across all environments. Robotic and Autonomous Systems
Strategy (U.S. Army, 2017) expects to have autonomous systems fully integrated by 2040.
India’s Land Warfare Doctrine 2018 (Indian Army, 2018) expects more agile force making
use of AI and robotics. Israel, the leader in military automation technology has been using
remotely controlled sentry turrets since 2007. Iron Dome autonomous air defense has been
in operation since 2011. In recent years, Israel deployed semi-autonomous ground vehicles
such as Guardium or airborne APs Harpy and Harop classified as loitering munition. Russia
and China are not falling behind (Chan, 2019). By 2025, global spending on defense
automation is expected to reach $16.5 billion compared to $5.1 billion spent on military
robotics in 2010 (Prakash, 2017). Given the increasing military spending by all major
players, it is unlikely this trend is going to change (Husseini, 2019).
As O’Hanlon (2018a) admitted the biggest understatement of his analysis of
upcoming technological changes was the impact robotics will have. In a similar fashion,
when soldiers came back from network-centric battlefields and were asked about what can
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improve their missions, the answer was more robots (Singer, 2009). Spotting a revolution in
platforms is easier than with networks or AI simply because they are in the physical world
but typical innovation cycle for a conventional weapon program requires 20 years till the
weapon is deployed. The development of latest weaponry such as F-35 fighter or Gerald
Ford aircraft carrier started around the year 2000 (O’Hanlon, 2018a; Goure, 2017).
Some claim that the most revolutionary platform of the last decades was the Predator
drone and its campaign in the Middle East. This deployment of unmanned machines as
pillars of operation rather than supplements is supposed to constitute an RMA because
compared to previous platforms that just enhanced capabilities, unmanned platform
transformed the agent of war (Singer, 2009).
“First, you had human beings without machines. Then, you had human beings with
machines. And, finally you have machines without human beings.”
John Pike, director of GlobalSecurity.org27
RCPs certainly have some revolutionary aspects that accompanied other RMAs such
as decreased cost, protection of a soldier’s life and significant tactical advantage. However,
it has merely started the transformation of war. These drones just do what they are told to do
by an operator. They do not remove the soldier from the war, they just distance him from
the immediate dangers of war. The human psychology is still part of the decision-making
process. It has been proved that RCPs operators are suffering from post-traumatic stress
disease (Chappelle, Goodman, Reardon, & Thompson, 2014). As for the tactical or strategic
advantage, the course of current military doctrines is making units smaller and more agile.
RCPs are certainly in line with this goal but RCP still requires an operator. This doesn’t
provide significant savings in terms of costs or manpower. Moreover, for a battle unit, it
might pose a significant difficulty to operate the RCP and interpret the data in the battlefield
conditions while struggling to maintain unit’s owns situational awareness. “Having a
dedicated operator for each robot will not pass the common sense test” (Finkelstein &
Albus, 2004).
Advancements in hardware only are not likely to cause significant changes in warwaging. The difference between an RCP and an AWS is not in the physical platforms. RCP
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can become parts of AWS “overnight” if connected or given a brain. Below are several
arguments why it takes autonomy to constitute an RMA.
1. Speed
AWSs will be able to perform decisions with a speed superseding that of humancontrolled systems. There is already an example in which a relatively simple AI defeated an
experienced combat pilot in a simulated air to air combat (McDonald, 2016).
2. Manpower
The increased use of APs is going to significantly decrease demand for manpower
and thus decrease the cost of their operation and increase their usability in comparison with
RCPs. For example, a single airborne RCP requires approximately 10 people to pilot it,
oversee its sensors and take care of the physical platform. Even though there is a pressure to
modify existing RCPs to decrease the demand, 1 person per platform would still be an
inefficient choice if there is a space for autonomy (Pawlyk, 2018).
3. Combat unit versatility and centaur warfighting
When Garry Kasparov lost to DeepBlue he coined the term centaur as an expression
for human-machine cooperation that leads to superiority over each of elements acting alone.
“The weapons, in the Pentagon’s vision, would be less like the Terminator and more
like the comic-book superhero Iron Man”
Robert Work, former US deputy defense secretary28
AP’s ability to function without direct control of the operator allows combat units to
get smaller, stay focused on the mission and maintain battlefield awareness while improving
their firepower and survivability. An example of such AP would be XQ-58 Valkyrie UAV
that is designed to accompany manned fighter jets and do scanning, jamming and eventually
shooting (Insinna, 2019). Another glimpse of change could be pocket-sized reconnaissance
RCPs such as Black Hornet designed for combat units in the field that, however, do not have
an autonomous capability yet (Trevithick, 2019b). There are already quite many air and seabased APs. On the other hand, land, given its terrain complexity remains difficult to master
and land-based APs are expected to be the most complex in terms of mechanical systems as
well as AI operating them.
28
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4. Protection
RCP shields physical bodies of soldiers but hasn’t been able to completely shield
their minds from the horrors of war and RCP operators are reported to suffer from
psychological traumas. AWSs take humans out of the loop because the killing is done by a
computer (Chappelle et al., 2014).
5. New tactics
AI allows APs to be smaller than RCPs and move synchronously at higher numbers
and density without crashing to each other. For example, autonomous Perdix swarming
airborne platform weighs 290g compared to 2t weighing Reaper drone. The revival of cheap,
small, swarming AWSs can provide a substantial tactical advantage (Brose, 2019).
6. Underdeveloped A2/AD systems
Most of existing anti-air legacy systems are designed to counter larger objects such
as jets or missiles. These systems even have a significant success rate with larger UAVs but
it would be rather difficult and expensive to fight a swarm of palm-sized APs with Patriot
missiles or anti-aircraft artillery style weapons. Electronic, laser or microwave weapons
seem to be more suitable for countering large volume of low-flying platforms but most of
these weapons are either still in development or deployed in a very limited circumstance.
Moreover, APs would be capable to fulfill their mission even when their connection to the
external system is jammed (Gimber, 2019; Wilson, 2016; Atherton, 2018).
7. Financial costs
RMAs do not necessarily need to be based on high-tech technologies. AK-47 and
Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) indisputably changed the nature of warfare. Their low
cost and relatively easy accessibility made them especially useful for non-state actors. They
forced state actors to adjust their strategies and invest in the development of countermeasures
(Bousquet, 2017; Hammes, 2016). In a similar fashion causing damage to the enemy doesn’t
require a multimillion-dollar Predator drone but a commercially available drone can be
equipped with explosive devices and still have the desired effect (Mizokami, 2017). Since
autonomy allows for platforms to be smaller and their primary benefit would be operating
in swarms, they can be less sophisticated than typical RCPs. With very optimistic prospects
of improvements in additive manufacturing, APs can be 3D printed, connected to the system
and fly on a mission directly from the production line assembled few miles from the frontline
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(O’Hanlon, 2018b). Significant financial savings do not apply only on airborne APs.
Autonomous tanks and ships can be much smaller, lighter and faster if they do not require
armor or amenities to accommodate the crew.
8. Impact on international norms
The resistance of the international community towards the use of drones has been
rather mild compared to how AWSs are mobilizing epistemic communities around the world
and pushing for international regulation.
9. Chain of Command
For AWS to be effective, human involvement will have to be limited. This poses a
great challenge to military structures that have been built on a hierarchy of command for
millennia.
It seems that it will be AWSs that finish the revolutionary transformation started by
drones. However, based on experience with previous RMAs it is likely that confirmation of
such statement will have to be cemented in a future conflict of equal adversaries. Moreover,
it will probably take another 20 years for a sufficiently notable difference in the composition
of units, strategies, and equipment from the last RMA of network-centric warfare.

3.4

Beyond the RMA
If a person in 1960s was told that computers will take over most of our daily activities

ranging from shopping, mail delivery, news writing to driving a car and people will be
connected through an invisible network via hand-held devices more powerful than that-day
supercomputers, it would likely sound like nonsense. Yet, the sci-fi of yesterday has become
a reality of today without people even thinking about it. Technology is reshaping what we
know and how we live at this very moment at an ever-spiraling speed. The more data we
collect, the better machines are becoming. By 2025, the amount of the world’s data is
expected to reach 175 zettabytes compared to 33zettabytes in 2018 (Coughlin, 2018). As the
world is becoming more connected and sharing of information faster a cross-pollination of
ideas between different fields becomes more intense. Advancements in computer
technology, AI research, robotics, networks and technology, in general will lead to major
changes and disruption across all aspects of civilization during our lifetimes (Harari, 2015).
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The most palpable effect we are already able to experience in connection with
automation is a shift in the job market when machines are taking over routine, mundane and
predictable activities eliminating low-level positions and putting at risk millions of people
(Hoban, 2018). According to Oxford research, half of the jobs are vulnerable to disruption
(Frey & Osborne, 2013), even though short-term predictions claim that AI will create more
jobs than it eliminates (Gartner, Inc., 2017). Throughout history, innovation has been
replacing the old jobs with new jobs. However, companies that bring innovation today such
as Google made comparable revenues in 2012 as former lead of innovation, General Motors
in 1979. The difference is that Google needed only 58 000 employees compared to GM´s
800 000. New industries are not able to keep pace with the population growth and replacing
jobs they killed (Ford, 2015). In 2014, three biggest Silicon Valley companies made the same
revenue as the three biggest Detroit companies but with 10 times less people (Madrigal,
2017). In the long term, CEOs of companies leading the disruption agree that humans will
be less and less needed (Clifford, 2018).
For past centuries, the social contract was based on getting a wage for a work done
and spent on consumption. Functioning of our civilization from the design of transit systems,
through elderly care to the funding of government is centered around this notion. AI is
expected to break the contract as fewer and fewer jobs will require humans and put immense
pressure on individuals to regularly reinvent themselves with ever-faster progressing
automation. To fill the gaps a robot tax and universal basic income are becoming more and
more popular ideas (Gohd, 2018; Walker, 2017; Harari, 2015). However, there are opinions
that the rate at which machines will take over jobs will be slow enough to give humans time
to assume more complex jobs and focus on cognitive labor using the technology to amplify
their own productivity without need to redefine the contract (Walker, 2017; Vincent, 2018).
Joseph Weizenbaum, one of the fathers of the AI argue that jobs such as soldier,
nurse or customer support should not be automatized because we expect features that are
defining for humanity for these roles. Yielding our ability to love, empathy or trust to
machines would strip us of our own uniqueness and constitute an attack on life itself which
can have unforeseeable consequences (McCorduck, 2004). In fact, there are already virtual
customer service machines in place, health tech companies are creating chatbots for lonely
elders and weaponization of AI has begun. With machines able to simulate or feel emotional
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states same as humans together with gaining more humanoid looks, there are first voices
calling for assigning legal and moral status to robots (European Parliament, 2017).
To grasp the supreme transformative potential of AI we will need a larger canvas
than the concept of RMAs can provide. If advancements in AI and robotics will continue at
the same pace as for the last 20 years, we may see changes so dramatic that they will redefine
the very nature of humanity itself. In a series of books, futurist Alvin Toffler (1970, 1980,
1990, 1995) formulated an anthropological “Theory of Everything” which explains and
describes changes that civilizations have gone through. His Social Wave theory interprets
history as a succession of rolling waves. Each wave carries its own Zeitgeist. Waves are not
sudden but they spread over a period of time and often overlay. When the next wave is
gaining the upper hand over the previous one, they create friction and conflict between the
receding and rising mindsets, norms, and societal order. So far, our civilization has met with
three waves each coming and spreading faster than the previous one with some less
developed countries being under the impact of all three waves simultaneously.
The Agricultural Revolution started approx. 8000 B.C. and dominated the world until
the half of 17th – 18th century. The economy was decentralized, the source of wealth was
land and social life revolved around one’s village. This wave has mostly subsided since there
are only a few societies left that are based on its norms.
The Industrial Revolution set the world ablaze with fossil fuels in the early 18th
century and took 300 years to spread around the world. The friction with the first wave
resulted in strikes, insurgencies and civil wars. It is characterized by mass production,
centralization, standardization, and synchronization. The revolution moved people from
farms to factories and from villages to cities, created nuclear families, supported imperialism
and damaged biosphere. More free time led to an increase in crime and emergence of “the
third sector” The source of wealth has been technology, labor, and capital.
Information Revolution has started in the 1950s and took only a few decades to
establish itself. The source of wealth is knowledge and information that are inexhaustible.
Toffler has correctly identified many accompanying trends that we see emerging nowadays.
Decentralization, personalization, diversification, focus on renewable energies, scientific
breakthroughs, home-centered society, the breakup of nuclear families, shift from
consumerism to more non-material values and weakening of the nation-state.
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The Third Wave approaching its summit is clashing with the Second Wave mindset
and sending tremors around the globe. Harari (2018) claims that the rise of right-wing
politics, isolationism, populism, and disapproval of science we can observe around the world
are the Second Wave masses fighting back because they are facing irrelevance in the rising
knowledge-based economy. Compared to previous revolutions, it was relatively easy to
transform a farmer into a factory worker. Even to transform a factory worker into a cashier
in the supermarket. However, in the knowledge-based economy, cashier removed by
automation might simply not have a capacity to reinvent himself as a medical specialist or a
therapist or a role that is less susceptible to automation. While the Second Wave featured
coalminers and housewives in heroic poses, the next wave is featuring bizarre words such as
neural networks, blockchain, virtual reality, Internet of Things or Big Data (Frey, 2019).
Forces governing our economies and societies have become so interwoven and
complex that an ordinary person is often not able to grasp them. This was well illustrated
during the Brexit referendum in 2016. Britons ended-up as one of the least knowledgeable
about the EU in a poll conducted in 2015 (Hix, 2015). After the official results of the
referendum were announced, Google Trends reported a 250% spike in the UK-originated
searches related to the nature of the EU (Lewis, 2016). In a poll in 2017, 1 in 4 leave-voters
claimed they were misled during the campaign (OPINIUM RESEARCH LLP, 2017). This
indicates that many voters did not understand how complex the relationship between the UK
and EU is and how far-reaching the consequences can be, ending up hurting themselves
economically (BBC NEWS, 2019) and diminishing Britain’s importance on the global stage
(Wintour, 2019).
Democratic governments shaped by the Second Wave circumstances have difficulty
to cope with the power of the Internet, let alone upcoming automation and AI. This was well
demonstrated during the US Senate hearing of Mark Zuckerberg’s testimony on Cambridge
Analytica data scandal in 2018 when senators showed an alarming lack of understanding of
the technology they aim to regulate (Tibken, 2018). Moreover, these and other events
showed how cyberspace made democracies vulnerable to adversarial actions of other actors.
The fear of not understanding the world around that is changing too fast is driving
people towards choices that are supposed to slow down or hamper the ride. The rapid jump
from millennia of exploitation, through a brief moment of relative welfare right to the
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irrelevance, forces masses to use remaining political power to defend themselves (Loewen,
Jackman, & McFarland, 2018).
Compared to communist revolutions that were about people who were important for
economy but didn’t have political power, today’s revolt is about people who still have
political power but who are becoming less and less important for the economy (Harari,
2018). This may lead to Resource Curse in economically advanced countries and
subsequently into the decay of liberalism and humanism. Resource Curse is a state in which
only a small number of well-paid personnel is required to keep the economic motor running
while the rest of workforce lacks economic and thus political, power (Allen & Chan, 2017).
It is difficult to sew AI in Toffler’s theory because he didn’t assign it a special
meaning and referred to computers in general. O’Hanlon (2018a) didn’t recognize the
importance of AI even in the year 2000. The Third Wave provides a variety of bold
predictions. Some of them like undersea and space colonies perhaps too bold. Yet it didn’t
foresee the impact of robots, AI and resulting automation. In Toffler’s vision, the world is
revolving around humans (Gardels, 2016). Despite that we haven’t seen the peak of the
Information Revolution yet, the next technological revolution is already sprouting in
research center across the globe reaching for quantum supremacy or AGI (Toffler
Associates, 2017).
As we can observe firsthand, Harari’s vision of the future seems to be more likely.
As organic life strives to create synthetic life to improve its own existence, it may sleepwalk
into making itself obsolete. AI has the potential to disrupt the very atoms keeping our
civilization together. Should AGI emerge, the change will be more sudden than any
revolution humanity had a chance to experience before. A machine endowed with sentience
or sapience would likely force us to redefine human´s perception of ourselves, our mind and
our consciousness. The point in time we reach AGI is called technological singularity
because we can´t see past it since the impact of the tech would so tremendous, we can´t
predict changes it triggers (Bostrom, 2014; Kurzweil, 2005).
Harari (2015) envisages replacement of Humanism with Matrix-like Dataism in
which everything is quantifiable with a code. As we will be heading for the Internet-of-AllThings humans will first evolve into cybernetically or genetically enhanced superhumans
and eventually leave the carbon-based form altogether.
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If the source of wealth in the Third Wave is human knowledge, perhaps in the Fourth
Wave the wealthiest will be those who have the most intelligent AI and the best robots.
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Conclusion
“You can't say that civilization don't advance, however, for in every war they kill you
in a new way.”
Will Rogers, actor, comedian, columnist, 1929
The first meeting of GGE group (established under CCW) was supposed to happen
in August 2017 but it didn’t because some states failed to pay their contributions to the UN.
Recent annual CCW meeting in 2018 voted for shortening the time allocated for the next
meeting from 10 to 7 days. The last CCW meeting in March 2019 exposed the weakness of
the forum when Russia, Australia, Israel, UK, and USA indicated they will not support a
treaty on banning AWS. Instead, they ask for creating guidelines and best practices that
would allow the use of the technology (Wareham, 2019).
As this thesis demonstrated, the deployment of AWS is not a technical issue anymore.
Opponents of AWS suspect that military powers are not interested in regulation and they are
just misusing CCW to soften remaining ethical, moral and legal obstacles (Campaign to Stop
Killer Robots, 2018). One of the reasons that hampers the international debate and perhaps
stronger resistance from epistemic communities is a difficulty to establish a definition that
clearly demarcates what is autonomy, what design or properties does a machine require and
how much intelligence does machine’s brain need to have in order to be autonomous.
Weaponizing AI brings an endless variety of challenges, threats but also significant
tactical and strategic advantages. Deployment of AWSs has a difficulty to meet standards of
IHL primarily because it lowers threshold for the use of violence, dehumanize war, erode
civil-military relations and doesn’t allow accountability of machine’s actions. The source of
non-compliance is rooted in the nature of the technology as well as in the language of the
law and our own difficulties to address fundamental ontological questions.
However, the thesis has proved that a new Revolution in Military Affairs is being
brewed in minds of strategists, research laboratories and private companies. Its core narrative
will be AI making use of advancements in Robotics on the physical battlefield and taking
advantage of the digitalized and networked world through cyberspace. As we are spiraling
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faster towards the civil-military convergence, we may expect fewer devastating conventional
wars and more frequent unconventional attacks.
AWSs are going to finish the transformation of war started by drones through
removing “encultured human minds” from the decision-making processes, thus making them
much faster, more agile and perhaps even more humane but also more susceptible to
accidents, proliferation and disruption of Chain of Command.
Tactical improvements brought by AI-operated autonomous platforms and centaur
warfighting will eventually transform the strategic level of military operations and its
doctrines. After digitalization and networkization of warfare, we are entering the period of
intelligentization in which the 1990s “System of Systems” may finally become a reality, a
battlefield singularity. However, to put this RMA on the map with others, it will have to
manifest the superiority of its concept and technologies in a conflict involving at least one
of the major world’s powers.
The thesis also demonstrated that AI has a transformative potential beyond the
concept of RMA. Alvin Toffler’s conflict of the Second Wave labor, masses and capital vs
the Third Wave’s knowledge and individualism is ravaging western democracies.
Innovations are not capable to substitute jobs they eliminated as it used to be before.
Automation is slowly stripping masses of their economic relevance and disrupting the social
contract. Despite that we supposedly haven’t seen the peak of the Information Revolution
yet, some experts claim that a new is already on the horizon. The revolution that will take us
beyond our wildest imaginations.
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Summary
The aim of master’s thesis “Autonomous Weapon Systems as the next revolution in
warfare and implications of technology deployment for global security” is to address
developments in Artificial Intelligence and the increasing trend of robotization and
autonomization of military forces in the context of Revolution in Military Affairs.
The first part of the thesis is exploring different approaches to the definition of AI
and autonomy in the international debate, academic literature, and military terminology. It
demonstrates the difficulty to establish a definition of terms which is one of the reasons why
it is challenging to reach a consensus on regulating the technology. It sorts out approaches
into categories and visualizes them to allow a better understanding of the topic because it is
crucial for understanding the difference in the context of RMA.
The second part focuses on the impacts and threats posed by AI and its weaponized
subset of AWSs. It explains technological aspects that make AI-based systems categorically
different from existing systems and AWSs potential dangerous. It follows up with examining
the implication of AWSs on civil-military relations and morality. Next subset explores a
potential approach on arms control and the last subset deals with legal and ethical challenges
of the technology.
The last part provides a brief introduction into the concept of RMA which is similarly
ambiguous as the other two core concepts this thesis deals with. It analyzes the impact of AI
on the functioning of the military and builds upon the previous chapter to identify core
reasons why AI is a harbinger of the next RMA. These arguments are further examined in
the comparison of RCPs and AWSs. The last subset is scrutinizing impacts of AI in a broader
civilizational context and proves that AI’s transformative potential reaches beyond the scale
of RMA.
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